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ABSTRACT 

In the interest of advancing our understanding of entrepreneurial growth, this 

research has analyzed the five-stage growth model of Churchill and Lewis (1983). The 

goal of this analysis has been to add to our stock of knowledge about the Churchill and 

Lewis Model. 

To achieve this goal, event structure analysis (Heise, 1988, 1989) is applied to a 

large ethnographic data base on the life of National Software Corporation (NSC). Event 

structure analysis is a methodology for finding logical structure in qualitative data. Such 

logical structure can be used to theorize about temporal ordering of events leading to 

some conclusion, such as the events leading to the end of a particular crisis, or to the 

beginning of a new stage of growth. The ability to theorize, about events leading to 

outcomes, will help us to understand how these outcomes come about. 

This study found that the Churchill and Lewis (1983) Model does a good job of 

specifying the sequence of events that occur as the firm moves between stages of growth. 

However, the Model is not satisfactory in explaining how an owner can assess current 

patterns of events or why one event flows logically fi-om the last or on to the next. 

This study also found the Churchill and Lewis (1983) Model lacking in contextual 

development in two areas. First, the Churchill and Lewis Model does not take outside 

influences such as alliances, boards, and other stakeholders into account. Second, the 

Churchill and Lewis Model does not account well for those firms whose intent is an 

entrepreneurial harvest. 



This study is also significant for the introduction of event structure analysis (Heise, 

1988, 1989). An extensive literature review shows this study to be the first application of 

event structure analysis in the management literature. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY 

Overview 

New ventures play an important role in our current and fiiture economy. 

However, the failure rate of new ventures is high: somewhere between 50 and 80 percent 

depending upon the measures used. Failure is not without consequence to our economy 

and society. Venture failure not only ties up assets in an unproductive state but also 

represents a missed opportunity to create wealth and jobs. Every dollar invested or 

reinvested in a successfiil venture has a virtually unlimited upward impact, continually 

creating jobs and expenditures that course constantly through our economy. Despite an 

encouraging start, our understanding as to why one venture succeeds while another fails is 

still relatively undeveloped. 

As early as 1960, it was apparent that successfiil entrepreneurs "have a more 

systematic or rationalistic approach to the conduct of their businesses" (Buchele, 1960: 

113). Buchele noted that successfiil entrepreneurs were better able to evaluate the 

consequences of following alternative courses of action. This type of understanding aids 

in assessing current challenges and anticipating fiiture needs (Churchill and Lewis, 1983). 

The ability to make these types of assessments and projections is based upon an 

understandmg of the underlying logic as to why one event follows another in the course of 

firm growth. 



It is important to understand the temporal dynamics of entrepreneurial growth 

because the timing of events is often as important as the decision of which event to 

undertake. It is not enough to do the right thing. One must do the right thing at the right 

time. Timing is clearly an important entrepreneurial skill (Stewart, 1990), 

Purpose 

In the interest of advancing our understanding of entrepreneurial growth, this 

research has analyzed the five-stage growth model of Churchill and Lewis (1983). The 

goal of this study is to achieve perspicacity (Stewart, in press) which is the capacity to 

produce applicable insights about this model. 

The growth, or life-cycle, of new ventures is often referred to as the 

entrepreneurial process. Process is generically defined as a sequence of events that depicts 

how decisions, actions and subsequent events change over time (Van de Ven, 1992a). 

This study seeks to develop understanding not only about what events are associated with 

the entrepreneurial process but also about why the events flow in the order they do. 

Within the entrepreneurial process, sequences of events are assumed to unfold in a rational 

manner. This assumption allows us to impute an underlying logic to the question of why 

events flow in an observed order. An understanding of what events occur and why they 

occur in a particular order is unportant to the development of process models (Mohr, 

1982). 

In this study, event structure analysis (Heise, 1988, 1989) is applied to National 

Software Corporation (NSC), a company that, at the time of this study, was a rapidly 



growing entrepreneurial firm. Event structure analysis is a methodology for finding logical 

structure in qualitative data. Such logical structure can be used to theorize about temporal 

ordering of events leading to some conclusion, such as the events leading to the end of a 

particular crisis, or to the beginning of a new stage of growth The ability to theorize, 

about events leading to outcomes, will help us to understand how these outcomes come 

about. This level of understanding comes through our grasp of answers to three 

questions. What events take place? When do these events take place? Why does one 

event follow from another? The case of NSC is offered as an example to clarify these 

questions. 

The Case of National Software Corporation (NSC) 

Prior to its 1992 annual board meeting, NSC was an entrepreneurial software 

company that, while innovative, had yet to break out of what Churchill and Lewis (1983) 

described as the survival stage of entrepreneurial growth. At the end of 1992, the board 

proposed a five-year plan with three important implications for NSC management. The 

board called for sales growth of 40% annually, imposed severe limitations in personnel 

growth, and requested a listing of long-term corporate objectives preliminary to 

consideration of an exit strategy for shareholders. The event considered in this case is the 

board's proposal of a five-year plan. This is the answer to the 'Svhat event takes place" 

question. 

The plan was being proposed at the end of 1992, which was the first year NSC had 

experienced significant growth since 1989. At this time employees were akeady 



overioaded, and the company was constantly on the verge of chaos as management 

struggled to cope with 25% annual growth. This contextually answers the "when do these 

events take place" question. 

The request for 40% sales growth seemed both unachievable and unmanageable 

(Learned, 1995, chap. 5), so why did the board make such a proposal at this point in time? 

Once we have an understanding as to why the board made this particular recommendation 

at this point in time, or "why does one event follow from another," then we can begin to 

understand "how entrepreneurs can begin to make the types of assessments called for in 

the Churchill and Lewis (1983) Model." 

This study addresses the preceding questions through an event structure analysis 

(Heise, 1988, 1989) of a large ethnographic database covering the life of NSC. The 

illustration cited above is just one example of the data that will be analyzed in later 

chapters. This study produced the findings listed below. 

Findmgs 

An analysis of the growth of NSC found that the Churchill and Lewis (1983) 

Model does a good job of specifying the sequence of events that occur as the firm moves 

between stages of growth. The model correctly predicted the what and when questions. 

However, the model is not satisfactory in explaining how an owner can assess current 

patterns of events or why one event flows logically from the last or on to the next. The 

study of NSC suggests that the acquisition of necessary knowledge (Vesper, 1996) about 

the entrepreneurship process is what is required to answer these questions. 



This study also found the Churchill and Lewis (1983) Model lacking in contextual 

development in two areas. First, the Churchill and Lewis Model does not take outside 

influences such as alliances, boards, and other stakeholders into account. Second, the 

Churchill and Lewis Model does not account well for those firms whose intent is an 

entrepreneurial harvest. These firms have a much higher regard for business resources 

than the current model would predict. 

This study is also significant for the introduction of event structure analysis (Heise, 

1988, 1989). An extensive literature review shows this study to be the first application of 

event structure analysis in the management literature. Event structure analysis holds great 

promise for academics and practitioners in organizational science for two reasons. First, if 

preferable outcomes can be associated with identifiable sequences of activities, there are 

obvious application possibilities for practitioners. Second, because it addresses the means 

by which a sequence of events unfolds, event structure analysis has the potential to create 

explicit knowledge whereas most understanding in this area has been extremely tacit. 

Conclusion 

The decisions that management makes, in the early stages of growth, shape the 

direction and character of organizational development and make a lasting impression upon 

the fiiture success or failure of the firm (Kimberly, 1980; Miles and Randolt 1980; 

Pennings, 1980; Van de Ven, 1980). Miles (1980: 449) noted that personal and social 

costs of poor decisions, in the early stages of growth, can be high, and called for 



researchers to "begin to develop theories and select research agenda that are high in 

relevance to these social and economic problems." 

This study is intended to be a start in that direction. Perspicacity was achieved 

through the addition of contextual understanding about the Churchill and Lewis (1983) 

Model, and more importantly through an understandmg of how the model can be 

employed by practitioners. This finding will greatly increase the salience of the model for 

both academics and practitioners. 

The objectification of tacit understanding through the use of event structure 

analysis should enable us to unprove the process templates of practitioners. Process 

templates are mental structures, that include knowledge about the typical sequence of 

events in a given situation and provide a guide to appropriate behavior. Improving the 

process templates of practitioners should help these entrepreneurs make better decisions. 

The potential benefits of increasing practitioners' decision-making abilities are significant, 

and the goal of a research stream of which this is the start. 



CHAPTER n 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Overview 

This chapter will review the literature to demonstrate the current understanding of 

the entrepreneurial process, and build support for the purpose of this study. In the first 

section, a review of process models of entrepreneurship from their inception to the 

development of the Churchill and Lewis (1983) Model will be completed. In the second 

section, the logical connection between process models and process research is made, and, 

in the final section, the research question is more fiiUy developed. 

Entrepreneurship as Process 

Traditionally, the study of entrepreneurship has revolved around two distinct areas 

of research: addressing individual characteristics of the entrepreneur (as summarized by 

Hisrich, 1990), and exploring the entrepreneurial process. Recent work has reinforced the 

notion that the most fi^itfiil area of entrepreneurship research is the focus on the process 

of entrepreneurship (BuU and Willard, 1993; Bygrave and Hofer, 1991; Gartner, 1988; 

Low and MacMillan, 1988; Stevenson and Gumpert, 1985; Stewart, 1991; Van de Ven, 

1992b). As Ropo and Hunt (1995) noted, entrepreneurship is not about a "great person," 

but rather about the context of the opportunity structure (Glade, 1967), and how 

mdividuals or groups of individuals interact with that structure, across time. Certainly, 



any process theory of entrepreneurship would have to include the interaction of individuals 

with opportunity structure. 

Three streams of research demonstrate the importance of a process focus. First, 

research has found that there is no typical entrepreneur (Low and MacNfillan, 1988; Bull 

and Willard, 1993). For example, Gartner (1985) noted there are as many differing 

characteristics between entrepreneurs as there are between entrepreneurs and non-

entrepreneurs. Secondly, studies have consistently shown most entrepreneurial ventures 

result from a collective effort of many individuals over a period of time (Van de Ven, 

1993), or that, more often than not, the entrepreneur is actually more than a single person 

(Gartner, Shaver, Gatewood, and Katz, 1994). The inference is that individuals involved 

in a venture change over time and therefore understanding the process of entrepreneurship 

is of critical importance. Lastly, Van de Ven, Venkataraman, Policy, and Garud (1989) 

argued that the processes involved in entrepreneurial start ups, firm-level 

entrepreneurship, and interorganizational joint ventures are fimdamentally the same. If 

this proves to be true, an understanding of this process would be beneficial. 

A review of process theories of entrepreneurship shows that many theories focus 

only on the start-up phase of an entrepreneurial venture (Table 2.1). In keeping with the 

purpose of this study, I am more interested in how entrepreneurial firms grow over time. 

This focus requires a longer time frame, but allows one to look at the continuing 

development of entrepreneurial firms. Consequently, this study will examine an 

entrepreneurial firm from foundation to harvest. The lifetime focus has certain parallels 
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with the collection of life cycle works in Kimberly and Miles (1980), which examines the 

life cycle of organizations from birth to death. 

Life cycle theories about entrepreneurship start with Schumpeter (1942). ffis 

cycle of creative destruction was the first work on the life cycle of an entrepreneurial firm. 

In his conceptualization, an entrepreneur develops an invention, commercializes the 

invention (innovation), creates a firm to exploit the invention, and then grows the firm at 

the expense of existing firms in the industry. As the new firm takes in increasing profits, 

new entrepreneurs enter the market, creating new wealth and destroying the current 

market structure; thus, the cycle continues. 

Two concepts used synonymously with life cycle models are phase and stage 

models. Some of the more prominent life cycle, stage, and phase models are listed in 

Table 2.1. An early example of the phase approach is that of Buchele (1968), whose 

model was targeted at the evaluation of growing firms. Buchele focused on the critical 

phases in the growth of small firms and noted that firms generally went through a series of 

crises: starting crisis, cash crisis, finance crisis, prosperity crisis, and the management-

succession crisis. Buchele envisioned firms moving through these crises by way of carefiil 

planning and the creation of resources sufficient for survival. A key feature of the key 

crisis approach is the firms' striving for tomorrow-mindedness. 

Greiner (1972) took the next step in the evolution of phase models. Greiner 

proposed that between crisis periods (periods of revolution as he called them) were 

periods of evolution in which the company grew until it encountered the next crisis point. 

Evolutionary periods were characterized by certain managerial styles, and revolutionary 



periods by certain managerial problems (phases are shown in Table 2.1). As in Buchele's 

(1968) model, firms moved from one phase to the next by solving the particular crisis 

through the development of specific resources. 

Churchill and Lewis (1983) fiirthered the work of earlier researchers by going 

beyond size as a determinant for survival and, like Buchele and Greiner, believed firms 

moved from one phase to the next through the creation of resources sufficient for survival. 

Churchill and Lewis have proposed the most comprehensive model to date and noted 

previous models were inadequate on at least three accounts. First, the previous models 

were linear and deterministic, which meant they assumed a company must grow through 

all the stages or die trying. Second, the previous models did not account for founding 

attributes, which were discovered to be important in Kimberly and Miles (1980). In fact, 

Kimberly (1980: 13) noted that "The life cycle concept is constructive in that it pushes us 

to take seriously the proposition that history powerfiilly shapes the organizational here and 

now...." Lastly, the previous models were too simplistic with regard to size. For 

example, these models did not take into consideration factors such as number of 

employees, number of locations, or technological sophistication of the product line. 

Churchill and Lewis developed a framework that incorporated five phases of 

development: existence, survival, success, take-off, and resource maturity. "Each phase 

is characterized by an index of size, diversity, and complexity and described by five 

management factors: managerial style, organizational structure, extent of formal systems, 

major strategic goals, and the owner's involvement in the business" (Churchill and Lewis, 

10 



1983: 31). The framework emphasizes that the importance of different management and 

strategic issues evolves as the company enters each new stage of development. 

In the interest of understanding what, when, why, and how certain events move the 

company through each stage of development, an understanding of process research is 

appropriate. 

A Call for Process Research 

Researchers working in the field of entrepreneurship have stated an interest in and 

the need for process studies. "This growing emphasis is important because it has the 

potential to significantly alter and improve our fiindamental knowledge about 

organizations" (Monge, 1990: 407). 

While there has been an mcreasing interest in development of process theories, 

there is a limited number of studies that actually account for change as a process that 

reveals itself over time. In general these studies ignore the historic antecedents that give 

current events meaning and substance (Pettigrew, 1990). In addition, Pettigrew (1990) 

noted that process studies should detail the logic as to why one event follows from 

another over time, and should also take into consideration the embeddedness of different 

levels of analysis. Examples of the kind of longitudinal contextualist study that I want to 

do are provided by Pettigrew's (1985) The Awakening Giant and the processual studies of 

the Minnesota Innovation and Research Program (MIRP) (Van de Ven, Venkataraman, 

PoUey, and Garud, 1989). 

11 



The method employed in the current study differs from that employed in the MIRP 

study in the type of data used and how data are represented to identify process patterns. 

The data for the current study, which will be described in more detail later, are the result 

of ethnographic research. The product of this research is a more holistic construct of what 

occurred at the site in question than is possible with the MIRP data. Ethnographic data 

are hohstic in the sense that they contain information from different levels of analysis, 

provide information about the relationship between context and action, and are collected 

over time. The holistic nature of ethnographic data allows insight upon the historical 

antecedents of current events (for a more detailed explanation of the distinctions of 

ethnographic data and the holistic nature of ethnographic research, see Stewart, in press). 

In contrast, variable models generally treat events as if they had a distinct beginning and 

end, and in general fail to provide data on the flow of action. While the MIRP studies 

reduce the qualitative data to variable format, the current study attempts to retain the 

data's holistic nature. 

Much current process research is done using variance (Mohr, 1982) or variable 

(Abell, 1984, 1987) models, such as regression and structural equation modelmg. 

However, Aunger (1995: 103) noted that "The inability of general-linear-reality-style 

approaches to deal with the multiple possible contexts of a given situation is thus a crucial 

failing for process oriented researchers." The essential point conveyed by Aunger's quote 

is that perhaps an alternative view is needed to progress the field, and as Mohr (1982) 

noted, adding incremental variables to an aheady large pool is not Ukely to produce 

satisfactory resuhs in answering process questions. 

12 



The field needs a better way to address process. However, there is a general lack 

of tools in the management literature with which to test or develop theories in this manner 

(Abbott, 1990a, 1995; Hannan and Tuma, 1979; Monge, 1990; Tuma, Hannan, and 

Groeneveld, 1979; Van de Ven and Huber, 1990). Nonetheless, if we accept that a 

process model should account for a series of occurrences of events rather than a set of 

relations among variables (Mohr, 1982), then we should search for a method that 

addresses an event as a holistic notion rather than as a variable. 

Recently, several researchers have suggested that a narrative approach is the best 

way to utilize a hoHstic notion of event (Abbott, 1983, 1990a, 1990b, 1992, 1995; Abell, 

1984, 1987, 1993; Fararo, 1989; GriflBn, 1993 a; GrifBn and Ragin, 1994; Heise, 1989, 

1991). Abell (1984, 1987, 1993), Abbott (1983, 1990a, 1990b, 1992, 1995) and Heise 

(1988, 1989, 1991) have developed formal methodologies for the creation and evaluation 

of process models. These approaches will be discussed in more detail in the next chapter. 

Research Ouestion 

Using the Churchill and Lewis (1983) Model as our starting point the research 

question is: Can this study achieve perspicacity with regard to the Churchill and Lewis 

(1983) Process Model. This study attempts to answer this question by increasing our 

contexUial understanding of entrepreneurial growth through our grasp of the following 

questions in the life of NSC: What events take place? When do these events take place? 

And Why does one event follow from another? If we begin to understand these questions. 

13 



then perhaps, we can begin to understand How certain outcomes come about in the life of 

a firm? 

Or as Morgan (1986: 267) puts it, 'we need to try and understand how the 
discrete events that make up our experience of change... are generated by a 
logic unfolded in the process of change itself' What is critical is not just 
events but the underlying logic that give events meaning and significance. 
Understanding these underlying logics in the process of change is the goal, 
and this requires data on events, interpretations of patterns in those events, 
when they occur in socially meanmgfiil time cycles, and the logics which 
may explain how and why these patterns occur in particular chronological 
sequences. (Pettigrew, 1990: 273) 

14 
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CHAPTER m 

METHODOLOGY 

Overview 

Monge (1990) noted innovation in methodology often provides the impetus for 

theory development, just as theory advancement often requires the development of new 

methodologies. The latter seems to be the case for fiirther understanding the process of 

entrepreneurship. A methodology, new or borrowed, which will fiirther process research 

is needed. There have been recent attempts to empirically capture the entrepreneurial 

process, but they are few in number. There have also been recent ethnographies (Learned, 

1995; Stewart, 1989) and case sttidies (Ropo and Hunt, 1995; Dougherty, 1995) that have 

begun to reveal the processes of entrepreneurship. Learned's work on resources and 

Stewart's work on entrepreneurial processes have emerged from ethnographies, while 

Ropo and Hunt, and Dougherty's work on entrepreneurial processes have emerged from a 

grounded theory perspective. Stewart (in press) notes grounded theory and ethnography 

use comparable procedures to perform multiple iterative comparisons between data and 

pertinent Hteratures to develop understanding about phenomena. 

These sttidies are in hne with what Bower (1970) called post-data collection 

models. These models attempt to identify general patterns in newly understood complex 

realities. While simplicity is the goal. Bower notes that researchers should be primarily 

interested in communicating their understanding of data in terms that fiirther the process 

16 



of theory building. There are of course many practical problems with conducting this type 

of research, as summarized by Pettigrew (1990). 

The remainder of this chapter outlines the benefits of a narrative approach, and 

methods for the formal analysis of qualitative data. The following question guided the 

search for an appropriate methodology and subsequent research design: Can we improve 

the understanding of the logic underlying the strucUire of the events involved in the 

entrepreneurial process? It is believed that this understanding will lead to increased 

perspicacity about the Churchill and Lewis (1983) Model. 

The Use of Narratives to Answer Research Ouestions 

With the increased interest m the development and testing of process theories, 

several sociology researchers have proposed narrative as the foundation for this type of 

development (Abbott, 1983, 1990a, 1990b, 1992, 1995; Abell, 1984,1987, 1993; Fararo, 

1989; GrifiBn, 1993a; Griffin and Ragin, 1994; Heise, 1989, 1991). These researchers 

have proposed to make processes the fimdamental building blocks of sociological analysis. 

To these researchers, social reality happens in sequences of actions located within 

constraining or enabUng structtires, and they beUeve narratives are the best way to capttire 

this type of data. 

Narrative is defined in the generic sense of process or story (Abbott, 1992) and 

process is defined as a developmental sequence of events (Abbott, 1990; Van de Ven, 

1992b). Following Abbott (1995), sequence is defined for this sttidy as a temporally 

ordered Ust of elements and the elements of a sequence as events. An event incorporates 

17 



the decisions and actions of actors, or action in the greater environment. More 

specifically, narrative is seen as an organized sequence of events in which the content is 

structured into a single coherent story, which may or may not have subplots. These 

"stories" have a characteristic logic to them (Abbott, 1992; Griffin, 1993a; Heise, 1989). 

This logic is based upon the sequential connectedness and unfolding of action in events of 

the narrative. Narratives have a beginning, a series of intervening events, and an end. The 

end follows nonarbitrarily from events that precede it from the beginning of the story or 

from various contingencies logically integrated into the story (Griffin, 1993a). Narratives 

are intrinsically temporal in construction. 

A basic assumption that must be made here is that narrative realities are logical. 

Heise (1989) argued that narrative representations of reality must be logical because they 

account for a logical material world. The author (1989: 165) defended the above 

statement in the following manner: 

Rational thinking about events emphasizes constraint and consequences: 
the world limits actions, actions shape the worid, and prerequisite a.ctions 
have to happen in order to make wanted actions possible. Rationalism fits 
material reality so nicely that the capacity for it might have evolved to 
register physical existence. Everyday we reason mundanely but effectively 
in order to make our way through life - for example, having entered a 
room, we know we have to leave before we can go elsewhere. In science 
we reason similarly about more exotic aspects of material reality and 
universally find constraint, consequence, and logical coherence. 

Perhaps Abell (1984) summarizes this concept more succinctly in his definition of 

narrative. AbeU sees narrative as a connected structtire of events, defined by a set of 

18 



constrained actions and forbearances. It follows that, with a constrained set of actions, 

the choice of one action requires the forbearance of others. 

We are able to give meaning to narratives because, once we understand that a 

specific event is linked to specific prior and subsequent events, we can understand how the 

event illuminates and fiirthers the unfolding of the story. Narratives are intrinsically 

temporal in their explanatory logic. Through cumulative understanding of events in a 

story we can begin to see the connectedness and holistic configuration of the events of the 

narrative. This cumulative understanding allows us to see the coherence of the narrative, 

define its central theme and begin to understand its underlying logic (Griffin, 1993a). 

Problems with Narrative Analysis 

Griffin (1993a) noted that narrative accounts of historical events are not 

satisfactory explanations of them for two reasons. First, narratives often take on a simple 

descriptive voice, while they are in fact a blend of both explanation and interpretation. 

Second, narrative explanation often blurs the distinction between a temporal antecedent 

and a causal. 

Even when narratives are explicitly causal or interpretive in nature, the criteria 

used to determine selection, causality, and significance, remain impUed by the researcher 

but not acttially expressed. The high level of tacit understanding involved in narrative 

interpretation is a big part of the reason critics have tried to discredit its use. Aunger 

(1995: 97), in summarizing the "texUiaUsts" view of ethnography, stated: "Because it is 

difficult to know whether ethnographic statements are based on anything more than 
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personal impressions, many ethnographies are convincing only to the degree that the 

ethnographer has mastered rhetoric (as shown by the fact that the most respected 

ethnographers tend to be the best writers)." Aunger argues that the texttialists believe that 

once this fact is understood ethnographers will no longer have any authority of 

interpretation. In any case, the level of tacitness mvolved in narrative interpretation has 

certainly been a bone of contention for many researchers. 

Griffin's second point was that, although there is a certam intelligibility to narrative 

explanations, the distinction between a temporal antecedent and a causal one is often 

unclear. The fact that one event occurs before another may or may not impute causality to 

the antecedent event. A central critique of the narrative approach to theory creation is the 

overall level of objectivity attainable through this type of research (Aunger, 1995). 

Objectivity is often thought of as a composite measure of reliability and validity. While 

certain measures can be taken to improve the vaUdity of narratives, reUabiUty, defined as 

the ability to replicate resuhs, has been a much tougher yardstick. 

Formal analysis techniques address the problems of tacitness of narrative 

mterpretation and the overall objectivity of narrative explanation. Griffin (1993a: 1100) 

gives us some parameters for addressing these problems: "Sociological explanation 

requires that events and their contexts be openly theorized, facttial material abstracted and 

generalized, and the causal connections among narrative sequences estabUshed in a way 

that can be expUcitly repUcated and criticized. These parameters require information and 

insight not given solely by narrative." The foUowing section demonstrates how it is 

possible to meet this criterion. 
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Formal Analysis 

To address the problems of tacitness of interpretation and objectivity, Abbott, 

Abell, and Heise have used a "systematic set of procedures" to approach theory building 

through the use of narratives. These procedures have been dubbed narrative positivism 

(Abbott, 1992), and as a group, labeled as methods for formal analysis of qualitative data 

(Griffin, 1992). 

Griffin and Ragin (1994) stated that an integrative method should, from the 

explanation side, require explicit causal reasoning, be generalizable, and allow for 

replication so that analysts working with the same material could either produce the same 

results or identify the sources of differences. From the interpretive side, this method 

should incorporate the use of context, specificity, and contingency to understand culttiral 

and historical meaning. Griffin and Ragin noted that some virtties of a formal method are 

that it induces analytic rigor, produces replicable resuhs, and opens itself to scrutiny. 

There is nothing about the processual naUire of narrative that forbids us from representing 

social reality in an integrated formal manner. 

One reason for the criticism of the narrative method is the seeming lack of 

standards for judging procedures and products of such research. Standards of adequate 

sophistication are difficult to formulate because the procedures, and products of 

quaUtative research are complex (Heise, 1992). However, computers have given us the 

abihty to standardize procedures for data coUection and manipulation. As Heise (1992: 

542) notes: **Now, computer software is beginning to systematize procedures and help 

qualitative researchers manage their analyses more effectively. As a result, we might 
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expect to see more rigorous quaUtative studies and a greater appreciation of such work as 

science." It is not too optimistic to believe that computers have given us the tools to do 

more truly integrative work, work that incorporates the sttengths of both the variable 

centered and narrative modes of research. 

What Options Exist for Doing this Type of Research? 

Abbott (1992, 1993) grouped narrative researchers into three camps: those 

interested in modeUng (Isaac and Griffin, 1989; Tuma, Hannan and Groenveld, 1979), 

formal description (the works of Heise and Abell), and categorization (Abbott's work). In 

the modeling camp, narratives are seen simply as a means to get at more stochastic 

processes or variable-centered methodologies (Abbott, 1988, 1990a, 1990b, 1992, 1993, 

1995; Abell, 1984, 1987, 1993). In the discussion of the call for process research, reasons 

for using a holistic, rather than variable centered, approach to the sttidy of processes are 

stated. If one wishes to tteat narratives as whole units as opposed to stochastic processes, 

then one needs to consider formal description or categorization. 

There are three methodologies considered to fall under the headings of formal 

description or categorization: AbeU's (1984, 1987, 1993) "comparative narrative 

analysis," Abbott's (1992) "empirical categorization," and Heise's (1988, 1989, 1991) 

"event stt^cttire analysis" (ESA). These three methodologies are seen largely as 

complementary (Abbott, 1992, 1993, 1995; Griffin, 1993a; Heise, 1993). Abbott caUs his 

method empirical categorization because he focuses on classifying ordered sttings of 

events rather than understanding their underlying logic. He has derived methods from 
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biology and from the pattern resemblance community in computer science (Abbott, 1995). 

In reference to Abbott's approach, Heise (1993: 185) noted "The technology 

quantitatively assesses the similarity of strings in terms of how diflficuh it would be to 

transform one to another, then utilizes cluster analysis of the similarity measures to 

identify sequence patterns that occur in a sample of cases." The utility of this approach 

has been demonstrated by Abbott and Hrycak (1990). However, Abbott's method is 

limited to unilinear sequences, in that, it does not allow for separate but simultaneous 

events. 

If one wishes to analyze narratives which involve branching and merging sequence 

lines, either Heise's or Abell's method of formal description must be used. Abbott (1992) 

has labeled the methods of Abell and Heise as formal description because they are 

interested in a substantive theoretical account of the logic that underUes events. Abell's 

method is aimed at the algebraic classification of akeady coded narratives into logical 

structtires. The logical structtire of one narrative is then generalized and systematically 

compared with the logical structtire of other narratives. A main focus of Abell's method is 

the generalization of patterns of events. 

Heise's method focuses on problems of semantics and fiilly justified coding of the 

events in a narrative. The semantic problem, in this sense, is m the meaning of event 

descriptions. ETHNO, a computer program based upon event structtire analysis, forces 

the analyst to attend to verbal meamngs of event descriptions and thus properly constrain 

the logical relationships between events. Heise (1993) has noted that ignoring the 

contexttial importance of event descriptions can lead to nonsensical event structtires. A 
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fiiUy justified coding arises from ETHNO's formalization of the analyst's understanding of 

necessary relationships between events (Chapter IV will develop the requirements of the 

analyst). The end result of this coding is a precise diagram of the events and their 

interdependencies. These codings can then be abstracted and compared with other 

codings for similarities. This is similar to the narrative homomorphism criterion of Abell 

and is necessary if generalization is sought. 

While all these methods have things that they do particularly well, Heise's (1988, 

1989) event structure analysis and its associated computer program, ETHNO, have 

features which render them particularly appropriate for my purposes. Abbott (1992), for 

example, determined that Heise's approach is the best for uncovering narrative structtire in 

particular events. ETHNO forces the analyst to supplement temporal order with expert 

knowledge about causal connections. It does this through the analysis of answers to 

yes/no questions about whether downstream event B required upstream event A, and so 

on across the time-ordered set of events. The computer program uses this information on 

necessary causality to prepare a formal diagram of dependencies among the events, a 

diagram that lays bare the underlying narrative structtire (Lee and Fielding, 1991). This 

type of questioning aUows for the unpacking of an event from its temporal relationship and 

its causal reconstittition. In other words, we begin to understand not only that A precedes 

B in sequence, but also why A precedes B in sequence. In this way we begin to 

understand the underlying logic of the narrative. Griffin (1993a: 1106) notes that this 

understanding helps to circumvent the second weakness of narrative explanation, outlined 

earUer, and concluded that "understanding the event has begun to surpass the cognitive 
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act of simply following the flow of the narrative." An example of an ETHNO diagram, 

and the benefits elicited from the use of ETHNO, are presented in Chapter IV. 
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CHAPTER IV 

METHOD EMPLOYED 

Event Structure Analysis 

The following description of event structure analysis, and ETHNO, borrows 

heavily from Heise (1989, 1991). Event structure analysis is performed by, and embodied 

by ETHNO, a software program developed by Heise and Lewis (1988). ETHNO extends 

the work of ethnographers, historians, and other researchers who study structures 

embedded in cultural texts of various kinds (Heise, 1988). The program permits 

systematic analysis of quaUtative data such as narratives, yields qualitative models of this 

data, and allows for comparison with related narratives for the purposes of contrast or 

generaUzation. This chapter will describe the theoretical foundations of ETHNO, and its 

modeUng and methodological principles including some examples. As well, this chapter 

will explain the benefits of using ETHNO, the nattire of the data and other requirements 

for its use, and lastly some of the limitations involved in the current study. 

ETHNO 

The first step involved in using ETHNO is the composition of an adequate 

narrative. Data used to compose this narrative will be described in detail later m this 

section. Once a narrative has been generated, the analyst must construct a chronology of 

events that adequately represents the narrative. This chronology of events is the raw data 

necessary for analysis with ETHNO, and wUl not be considered complete until reviewed, 
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by a native expert, for accuracy. After review, the chronology of events is input into 

ETHNO, where the analyst defines logical relations among the events and defines how 

each event enables and expands other events. Logical relations are defined through a 

series of yes/no questions, prompted by the computer program, about whether a 

downstream event B required an upstream event A, and so on across the time ordered set 

of events. The resuh is a directed diagram, which represents the analyst's interpretation of 

the logical structure of events that make up the narrative. 

The next step is to refine this preUminary model by testing it against actual event 

sequences, and testing it for consistency with the theoretical underpinnings of event 

structure analysis. When this step is completed, the analyst has a model that can be 

displayed graphically, employed for simulations, and compared with related narratives for 

purposes of contrast or generalization. Simulations may be carried out by the analyst to 

check the impUcations of a specific model and to look for its weaknesses. At this point the 

model will be reviewed by native experts for consistency with their understanding of the 

events and the events' underlying logic. Obviously it is hoped that this is an *aha' stage 

for the practitioners or researchers involved in the study. 

The software also allows one to abstract events while maintaming logical 

consistency with the original. There are two ways in which the analyst can abstract from 

the original event. First, the analyst may drop events that are not deemed relevant to the 

chronology in either a culttiral or material way. Second, events that are maintained for 

fiirther analysis are examined for potential abstraction to a higher level event. For 

sample, the events (1) Person A pays cashier $5.00, (2) Person B accepts $5.00, and exj 
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(3) Person B gives Person A widget could be reconceptualized as simply Person A and 

Person B complete exchange. Once abstraction is completed, ETHNO interrogates the 

analyst about causal relations between these generalized events just as it did about the 

original events. ETHNO creates a diagram to account for the higher-order events and 

draws it parallel to the original event structure. This abstracted event structure is tested 

for logical inconsistencies, both in relation to ETHNO's theoretical underpinnings and to 

the causal imputations embedded in the original event structure. 

The process of absttacting narratives is similar to Abell's (1984, 1987, 1993) 

process of comparative narratives. The question, as asked by Abell (1993), is: How can 

we say that two narratives are sufficiently similar to each other to be regarded as the 

same? Abell notes that a given narrative may be expressed at different levels of 

abstraction, running the gamut from our most detailed original model above to a fiilly 

abstracted second model. Abell also notes that in moving from one level of abstraction to 

the next the analyst must preserve the essentials of the original narrative, something 

ETHNO forces the analyst to do particularly well. If we have the opportunity to work 

with multiple narratives then we have the ability to compare the different levels of 

abstt^ction between those narratives. AbeU (1993: 95) caUs this comparison 

homomorphism and expresses how the absttaction of narratives can lead to generaUzation 

in the foUowing manner: "In practice absttaction and generaUsation run together in the 

sense that we ask whether there is a level of absttaction at which a series of narratives can 

be regarded as identical. If there is then this narrative provides the generaUsation." 
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Theoretical Foundations 

A theory of rational action, caUed production systems (inttoduced by NeweU and 

Simon, [1972] and later improved by Fararo and Skvoretz [1984]), provides an integrating 

fi-amework for ETHNO. In Heise's (1989: 141) conceptuaUzation, production systems 

have the foUowing attributes: 

Action is governed by if-then rules: if a certain configuration of conditions 
arises, then a certain production occurs.... Productions have natural 
consequences - they cause changes in conditions, and these results also can 
be phrased as if-then rules: if a given production occurs, then condition A 
changes from state x to y....When conditions for more than one production 
are fulfiUed at once...productions are ordered in terms of priority, and the 
highest priority production is the one that is activated. 

Heise (1989: 142) fiirther notes that "The if-then rules of a production system map 

configurations of states into a set of possible actions. A second set of principles maps 

actions into configurations of states that represent event consequences. The dual focus on 

states and actions directly represents declarative and procedural knowledge, and it models 

events with precision." However, it is much easier to think about events leading to events 

than through the dual representation of events as actions and states above. Therefore, the 

simple rule. If (conjunction of prerequisite events) Then (consequent event), is used to 

describe events. Heise refers to this as event-event structtire. Provided that events are 

described carefuUy, researchers retain the preciseness of the action/state representation. 

The third theoretical principle of production system theory is that of priming. 

Simply stated, priming requires that aU prerequisite events are fiUed, or have occurred, 

prior to executing the consequent event. Once an event occurs, its prerequisites are 

depleted and they must again be primed before the event can reoccur. The depletion of 
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prerequisites after occurrence of the focal event is the fourth principle of production 

system theory. The last imderlying principle is that of commutation. Although events are 

generaUy considered to progress from beginning to end, they can and do on occasion 

cycle. The principle ofcommutationaUows this occurrence. Commutation holds that 

events can be cycUcal so as to prime and deplete each other. These principles are 

important in that they govern most of everyday Ufe in the real world. The principles are 

set up to model reaUty as efficiently as possible. However, the goal is to model reaUty; as 

such, the next section describes the circumstances under which these consttaints can be 

dropped. 

Modeling Requirements and Methodological Principles 

The first and foremost requirement is that the analyst be a cultural expert. It is 

important the analyst use his/her cultural expertise not only in phrasing event descriptions 

but also in interpreting event-event impUcations as demanded by ETHNO. A requirement 

for using ETHNO is that the expert phrase events in such a manner that any other 

comparable expert can recognize the events and understand their underlying structure 

(action/state). Heise (1993) noted this phrasing is important to take fiiU advantage of the 

event-event structure explained in the previous section. He had also stated earUer that 

culture experts could be either native members of the culture or outside researchers who 

have reached a verstehen level of understanding concerning their topic (Heise, 1991), and 

that this understanding is accompUshed through the process of coming to know the 

community of focus and acquiring the abUity to articulate its happenings (Heise, 1989). 
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ETHNO does not answer its own UUcitations or extract logical structures through 

semantic analysis of event descriptions. ETHNO does relentlessly probe the analyst's 

construction and comprehension of the event. It does this by asking the analyst to make 

judgments about pairs of events, and each pair of events is judged as to what impUes what. 

Obviously this comparison would be impossible without some heuristics for limiting the 

number of potential combinations (if N is the number of events in a narrative — the total 

number of combinations of events would be N[N-1]). 

ETHNO limits the number of potential combinations by way of syUogistic 

reasoning and time ordering events. SyUogistic reasoning states that if event A is required 

for event B, and event B is required for event C, then event A must be required for event 

C, and there is no need to ask this question. The computer does this type of reasoning 

easUy. A further reduction in the number of necessary questions can be obtained through 

time ordering events. Obviously, if event A happened prior to event B, then there is no 

need to ask whether event B was required for event A to occur. The implementation of 

these two heuristics cuts the number of necessary questions to no greater than N(N-l)/2. 

The number of questions would be reduced fiirther if ETHNO would take no as a 

reUable answer. This refusal to take no for an answer is required due to the principle of 

local logic. For example, if a series of three events is Z - A - B, the principle of local logic 

states that although people are good at recognizing event A is a prerequisite of event B, 

they are not so good at recognizing event Z is also a prerequisite of event B. This faUure 

of recognition is especiaUy true as the sequence becomes longer and longer. Therefore 

ETHNO assumes that no means maybe no, maybe yes. This principle does not hold for 
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yes answers. Yes is generally considered a definite answer as it means that the analyst 

sees a definite connection. For this reason, ETHNO treats no answers as less vaUd than 

yes answers and develops a logical structure on the basis of predominantly yes answers. 

ETHNO ignores no answers when they conflict with the structural impUcations of a yes 

answer. 

As noted earUer, more than one event is often primed to occur and a priority must 

be assigned as to which event wiU be performed first. In ETHNO, events are prioritized 

through recording actual choices made in a series when the occurrence of more than one 

event was possible. The actual occurrence of an event is evidence the event has priority 

over aU other events that could have potentiaUy occurred at that time. In this way, 

evidence about the priority of events is buUt up as one steps through the series of events in 

a narrative. The occurrence of event A, over event B and event C, is recorded in a matrix 

ceU where A's row gets one point in each of columns B and C. The value in each of the 

row's ceUs is the number of times the row event took precedence over the column event. 

A mathematical formula is used to numericaUy process the ceU values and provide an 

average priority score for each event. These scores are determined in the foUowing 

manner. First, each ceU in the matrix is squared and the diagonal is given a value of one 

(squared values reduce the effects of unrelated events). Second, C stands for the ceU 

value, i stands for the column event and j stands for the row event. Then, the values [Cy / 

(Cij + Cji)] are calculated for each ceU and these values are averaged over aU the entries in 

a specific row. FinaUy, these row averages are sorted to define a priority ranking of the 

events (Heise, 1989: 149). 
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Often, theoretical principles constrain a logical structure to such an extent that it 

cannot possibly account for the sequence of events in a real happening. Therefore, the 

principles of priming and depletion can be deUberately relaxed by the analyst if it is 

necessary to fit the data. For example, a batter in basebaU may advance to first base by 

hitting the baU safely through the infield or due to a walk administered by the pitcher 

(either four baUs or hit by pitch). As either hitting a single or taking a waUc can lead to the 

occurrence of the focal event (advancing to first base), each event is considered to be a 

disjunctive prerequisite rather than a conjunctive prerequisite. With disjunctive 

prerequisites, we must relax the rule on conjunctive priming. 

The principle of depletion is also often relaxed. In the strict appUcation of 

theoretical principles, the second act in a sequence wUl automaticaUy deplete the first. 

Obviously, automatic depletion should not necessarily be the case. For example, if a 

person enters a store to shop, the act of shoppmg should not deplete the fact that the 

person has entered the store. Only the act of leaving the store should deplete this act. In 

a long series of events one can see how this principle must often be relaxed. The depletion 

principle may at times also have to be relaxed for an event to repeat. For example, 

analysis of a database does not deplete its contents; therefore, analysis can be repeated. 

There are instances where no acceptable changes in assumptions wUl fix an 

inconsistency between a model and the recorded series of events. The only recourse may 

be to change the recorded series of events. This type of change is only made after careful 

consideration and finding that the weight of the evidence supports the modification. Heise 

(1989: 147) stated, "An historical fact never is to be beUeved absolutely: it is simply an 
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interpretation of a configuration of evidence that is subject to change, an inference that 

can be overwhekned by logical counter-inferences." This can be considered a theory of 

error simUar to the theory of error that exists for quantitative data. For example, Heise 

(1989: 148) noted, "A model is estimated from overaU patterns in the data along with 

assumptions that specify the model, and any particular inconsistency in the data is no cause 

to reject the model." 

Past Uses and Benefits of Event Structure Analysis 

ETHNO has been used to determine the underlying structure of narratives as 

diverse as civU rights (Isaac, Stteet and Knapp, 1994), lynchings in the deep South 

(Griffin, 1993a), gossip episodes (Eder and Enke, 1991), marketing analysis (Barnes, 

1993), union analysis (Griffin and Korstad, 1995), chUdren's play routines (Corsaro and 

Heise, 1990), foUc tales (Heise, 1988; Heise and Lewis, 1988), office encounters (Heise, 

1989), and research programs (Heise, 1991). 

In each instance, ETHNO brought a different level of understanding to the 

narrative than was possible through more traditional methods of quaUtative analysis. What 

was tacit understanding on the part of the researcher was made expUcit through the 

ETHNO model. For example, Heise (1988) and Heise and Lewis (1988) found that the 

original French formulation of Little Red Riding Hood was structured in such a way that 

the foUc tale communicates conventional values for chUdren through the inversion of 

normaUty and abnormaUty of action. Little Red Riding Hood deferred what would be 

considered normal behavior in favor of deviant acts whenever there was a choice. 
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Table 4.1 displays the event priority rankings Heise and Lewis (1988) uncovered in 

their analysis. This table displays which events have priority when more than one are 

primed to occur at once. Reader beware; it is probably not the story you grew up with. 

What Table 4.1 shows is that Little Red Riding Hood chooses to eat grandmother and 

drink her blood (priority 100) rather than depart from grandmother's house (priority 0). It 

should be noted that in this rendition of the story, the wolf butchers grandmother and 

serves her to Little Red Riding Hood as meat and wine. Heise and Lewis (1988) were 

able to use the priority rankings to come to their conclusion of lesson teaching through an 

inversion of normal and abnormal behaviors. 

Corsaro and Heise (1990), usmg ethnographic data of children's play routmes in 

the United States and Italy, were able to abstract the play routines to the point where they 

could show that the routines had significantly sinular event structures. Figure 4.1 shows 

the ETHNO diagram of a U.S. chUdren's approach avoidance play routine. The right side 

of the diagram, heading 000, is the concrete structure of this play routine. This is the 

diagram that accounts for aU of the events witnessed during the play routine. The left 

hand side of the diagram is the abstracted model that accounts for the concrete model. 

LUcewise, Figure 4.2 shows the ETHNO diagram of an ItaUan chUdren's play routine. 

Again the concrete model is on the right and the abstracted model is on the left. The 

interesting part of these diagrams is how different the play routines of "The WaUdng 

Bucket" and "La Strega" are in concrete form, and yet identical when abstracted. The 

abstracted model then is said to be a generalized model for the two approach avoidance 

play routines. 
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Lastly, Griffin (1993a: 1124) stated that ETHNO's abstraction routine enabled him 

to make a completely different moral judgment about certain events in the narrative than 

may have been possible otherwise. During his effort to create an abstract rendering of the 

lynching of David Harris, ETHNO flagged an error in his reasoning and required that he 

find a solution before continuing. What had appeared to be an excusable nonintervention 

on the part of law enforcement turned out to be an impUcit sanctioning of murder. 

The abiUty to compare narratives, or multiple event strings within a narrative, 

through the absttaction routine in ETHNO, is one of its most powerful features. 

Absttacted structures remain contextuaUy and narratively anchored and temporaUy 

accurate, and whUe abstraction is not necessary, abstracted structures seem to provide the 

most significance for comparative analysis, empirical generaUzation, and theoretical 

development (Griffin, 1993a). Corsaro and Heise (1990) determined absttacted structures 

expand the interpretive power of ethnographic research. 

In addition to the different level of understanding brought about by using ETHNO, 

ETHNO helped to point out discrepancies in each case cited above. For example, Heise 

(1991) found 30 events in the final sequence of 298 events were added, moved, or 

changed from one classification to another as a resuh of his initial series analysis. These 

events were mostly cases where he was reminded to add events when logic demanded. 

Perhaps more seriously, the program located an error m his logical structure that required 

attention and change. 

Discrepancies occur for many reasons. People often observe events 

unsystematicaUy, organize them incorrectly, and remember them selectively. Due to the 
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principle of local logic, people are sometimes wrong in saying what impUes what, having a 

tendency to say connections are absent when the connections have to be derived through a 

chain of reasoning (Heise and Lewis, 1988). 

In the cases outUned above, ETHNO was able to solve these problems, problems 

inherent in much of the quaUtative research done today. Further benefits of ETHNO are 

as foUows. First, through the production systems model ETHNO focuses interpretation 

on the issue at hand, forcing the analyst to rationaUy account for what can be said of the 

data (Corsaro and Heise, 1990). Second, ETHNO formalizes narrative explanations into 

logical structures that can be examined and debated by experts. A graph can display the 

structure of a series of events in a transparent way that aUows many analytical questions to 

be answered by direct inspection (Heise, 1988). Third, inferences reached through the 

appUcation of ETHNO are proceduraUy repUcable (Griffin, 1993b). Although causal 

determinations are made, reviewers have a working knowledge of the causal attributions 

and the reasons for them. Reviewers can therefore directly chaUenge any aspect of the 

analysis, from the selection of the actions to be included in the sequence of events to their 

imputed significance and causal connectedness. Fourth, ETHNO infuses narrative with 

great rigor and expUcittiess. In this sense, ETHNO is a formal logic for the analysis of 

narratives. 

The Data. 

Data requirements, for a study of the sort outUned above, are extensive to say the 

least. The most important requirement is that the data is suited to fadUtate an 
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understanding of the research questions. Data suited to this purpose can be obtained 

through primary accumulation by the researcher or through a functional match with an 

existing data source. The raw data to be analyzed in this study come from a secondary 

source (Learned, 1995) and from the data used by Learned (1995). The ethnographic data 

was coUected with a focus on resources and provides a good fimctional match for this 

study. The methods used to accumulate this data are weU documented, but to provide 

substance for this study the data must have two specific quaUties. First, the data must be 

highly objective, and second, the researcher must be able to reach an expert level of 

understanding with the data. 

The data is the end resuh of a reaUst ethnography of the Ufe of an entrepreneurial 

firm (Learned, 1995). The data consists of a body of research compUed through a 

triangulation of methods. The aim of the triangulated approach is to draw on the 

particular and various strengths of different coUection methods (Pettigrew, 1990). In this 

case, the data was coUected through participant observation, individual interviews, focus 

groups, and archival record. 

Participant observation provides access to dynamic processes not easUy coUected 

by other methods. Participant observation also acts as a check to see if individuals' 

espoused actions, during interviews and focus groups, match their real actions. Individual 

interviews were conducted to add depth, subtlety, and personal feeUng to the buUc of 

participant observation data. Data coUected during this two-year portion of the study 

(1992-1994) totaled over 600 typewritten pages of field notes. Fieldnotes were entered 
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using Ethnograph which is a computer software program that facUitates the formatting, 

coding and retrieval of ethnographic data. 

Focus groups are useful for shaking out the different perspectives inherent in an 

organization and coUecting data on the content of participant interaction. Six self-

moderated focus groups were conducted in total. Three were conducted by the primary 

ethnographer and the remaining three were conducted by an associate and methodological 

expert to insure fideUty of the coUected responses. The focus group sessions were 

ttanscribed and entered in Ethnograph format. In this manner, 425 additional pages of 

data were coUected in Ethnograph format. 

Historical records were used to provide facts and construct a time Une useful for 

interpretation of historical events. Annual reports were avaUable for the preceding ten 

years; formal minutes of board meetings for fourteen years were on hand; and financial 

statements kept since inception, approximately twenty years, were also avaUable. The 

final piece of hard data is the ethnographic report, which contains approximately 200 

pages of contextual understanding, and sets forth the narrative from which the study wUl 

buUd. 

Learned (1995) noted objectivity stems from reUabUity and vaUdity, and steps 

taken to improve validity generaUy enhance reUabUity as weU. The steps taken to ensure 

vaUdity are weU documented in Learned (1995), and allow the reader to make assessments 

as to the care with which the research was undertaken. Second party assessment, as to the 

care with which research is undertaken, is one way in which the reUabUity of ethnographic 

research can be assessed (Kirk and MiUer, 1986). In addition, a carefiil review of the 
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methodology employed in the Learned (1995) study wiU convince the reader that great 

care was taken to achieve objectivity in this research. 

Event structure analysis is aimed chiefly at improving the vaUdity of ethnographic 

research. As Heise (1989: 161) noted, ethnography gains from a method that objectifies 

knowledge and aUows it to be displayed in diagrammatic format, thus "overcoming much 

of the ephemeralness and transiency of informal knowledge." Previous sections have 

described how ETHNO, and event structure analysis, add to the vaUdity of narrative 

research. The standard test of reUabUity is repUcabUity, and whUe it would not be possible 

to repUcate the data gathered, the ETHNO method is proceduraUy repUcable. Therefore, 

results of the analysis may be repUcated. Methods such as ESA may help to identify broad 

patterns of activities within narrative research; if this can be accompUshed, it wiU help to 

improve the external vaUdities of this type of research (Cook and CampbeU, 1979). 

Working through the Data 

Heise (1989, 1991, 1993) stated that in order to use ETHNO a researcher needs to 

attain an expert level of understanding with the data. An expert level of understanding 

"involves both knowing more than the novice about the sociocultural environment, and 

knowing the level of consensus among members of the sociocultural environment to each 

piece of information" (Carley, 1988: 165). The chaUenge is to achieve an expert level of 

understanding on someone else's fieldnotes and ethnographic data. WhUe this type of 

work is relatively uncommon, due to the time and effort involved, it is not 
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groundbreaking. There is a smaU, but significant body of research on the use of another 

researcher's fieldnotes. 

PubUshed accounts of research, using reanalysis of other's ethnographic data, 

confirm the use of pubUshed ethnographies as viable data sources, especiaUy if 

complemented by fieldnotes (Stewart, Learned, Mandel, and Peterson, 1995). The best 

known work of this sort is Homans (1950) The Human Group. This classic work was 

based entirely upon the work of other sociologists and anthropologists. In his 

mttoduction to the book, Robert Merton (1950) noted that this work was the single 

biggest contributor to a social theory of smaU groups in over half a century. One should 

not be lured into beUeving that this type of work requires no effort; it takes a large 

commitment of time and energy. In fact, Lutkehaus (1990), Smith (1990), and Stewart 

and coUeagues (1995) address the pitfaUs of undertaking research based upon other's 

fieldnotes. 

Lutkehaus (1990) noted that to use someone else's fieldnotes one must develop a 

personal relationship with the notes. Smith (1990) presented the best paraUel for how this 

researcher wUl accompUsh the task. In 1939, John Embree wrote what was to become a 

classic ethnography, SuyeMura: A Japanese VUlage. John Embree conducted his 

research in the town of Suye from 1935-1936. WhUe he observed the men of Suye, his 

wife EUa also an ethnographer, observed the women. The 1939 accounting of Ufe in Suye 

was, however, written entirely by John Embree, and focused on males. 

In 1965 Robert Smith came across EUa Embree's fieldnotes and in 1982 pubUshed 

The Women of Suve Mura, with EUa WisweU (who had remarried after the death of her 
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husband in 1951). In writing this extension to the original ethnography. Smith was able to 

achieve expert status with the data by reading fieldnotes and narratives and interviewing 

EUa WisweU, who agreed to help him with his interpretations. Smith was aided in his 

interpretations by his own ethnographic work in another Japanese viUage, after World 

Warn. 

ParaUel to Smith, the researcher is fortunate to have access to aU the data 

described above and also to the original ethnographer and organizational members as 

necessary. AdditionaUy, the researcher has over three years experience in the software 

and consulting business, which should help with the interpretation of the business setting. 

In order to develop a relationship with the fieldnotes the researcher wiU have to make 

them their own. LUce Smith the researcher wUl accompUsh this task through personaUy 

writing a narrative from the data. ETHNO requires a certain format for data as it is 

entered mto the program. Each event must be described succmctly whUe maintaining 

contextual information. The researcher's rewrite of the narrative wUl be in this form. 

The researcher is fortunate to have the opportunity to run this rewrite past the original 

ethnographer and members of the focal organization. This reaUty check should help to 

maintain the vaUdity of the research and the researcher's interpretation of the coUected 

data. 

Application 

As detaUed above, the first step in the analysis was to create a chronology of 

events that adequately described the data. Thus, the original ethnographic data were 
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translated into sequences of elementary events. This first construct of a sequence of 

events consisted of 302 events as Usted in the column "CodeO" in Appendix A. For each 

event, data were entered into an Excel spreadsheet that detaUed the date the event 

occurred, a short event description m ETHNO format, a more detaUed explanation of the 

event, and lastly the reference to the event in the original field notes or narrative. 

This preliminary sequence was sent to the original ethnographer and former 

chairman of the board (Kevin) for review. The researcher was able to meet with Kevin to 

discuss potential problems with the event sequence and seek clarification of several events. 

This interview has been added to the body of data used in the analysis of this study. In 

addition, the researcher was able to tour the former NSC facUity (American Information 

Company since its sale at the end of 1994) and meet with several NSC employees. A 

primary outcome of this visit was a very helpfiil discussion about the action words used in 

the event descriptions. In ETHNO format the second word of each description is 

generaUy an action (veri?). As it was important to use veri)s that were meaningful and 

accurate to natives of the organization, this was an important outcome. 

On the basis of the outcome of this visit, the event sequence description was 

revised to account for the newly acquired understanding. This second construct of a 

sequence of events consisted of the events as Usted in the column "Codel" in Appendix A. 

At this point the events were entered into ETHNO to attempt to create a logical sttucture 

of the events to porttay the dependencies among the elementary events. This is sunply a 

preUminary analysis used to further refine the event descriptions (Heise, 1991). 
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The researcher had two goals when undertakmg this part of the analysis. The first 

was to generalize event descriptions when it could be determined that the events were in 

effect the same action. Repeated events must be phrased in exactly the same manner. The 

second was to see if event descriptions needed to be changed to improve the processing 

abUity of the researcher. Thinking about prerequisites is generaUy easier when events are 

phrased weU (Heise, 1991). This process was repeated to create the third ("Code2" in 

Appendix A) and fourth ("Code3" in Appendix A) event sequence constructs, the only 

difference being that some events were deleted in the third and fourth constructs when 

they were determined to be serial and thus able to be captured by a single event (Heise, 

1988). 

At this point in the analysis the final Usting of events was too large to enable any 

succinct interpretation and unduly cumbersome to process with ETHNO. For this reason 

the final event sequence was spUt into several parts. First, each board meeting was 

analyzed separately and then together as a single series. Second, except for the harvest of 

the company, the remaining events were analyzed in four separate sections. The first 

section was labeled NSCl and accounts for events occurring m 1992. The second seaion, 

NSC2, accounts for the events occurring between the first and second board meetings of 

1993. The third section, NSC3, accounts for the events occurring between the second and 

third board meetings of 1993, and the last section, NSC4, accounts for the events 

occurring up untU the firm enters harvest negotiations (approximately the second quarter 

of 1994). Lastly, the events that occurred after NSC was contacted about a possible sale 

were included in a section labeled Harvest. 
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These parts were then each subjected to the foUowing analysis. 

1. A logical structure was developed using Create a Series within ETHNO to portray the 

dependencies among the elementary events. 

2. The logical structure and added action principles, discussed in the previous chapter, 

are appUed as a grammar, using Analyze a Series from within ETHNO, to account for 

actual sequences of events. 

3. The action principles were adjusted to account for the actual series of events. 

GeneraUy, this meant aUowing for nondepletion, commutation, or disjoint 

prerequisites. In aU but one case, ETHNO suggested the solutions that were adopted 

in order to complete the processing successfuUy. The exception concerned an event 

that the researcher had overgeneraUzed in its description; ETHNO forced the 

researcher to recognize that the event was quaUtatively different from the other 

occurrences of the event and so the description was changed back to a previous unique 

description (see event number 79 in Appendbc A). 

4. Final models consist of event descriptions, a logical structure, and specifications 

concerning how each event's logical relations constrain event orderings. 

After this analysis the researcher had the opportunity to interview the former CEO 

of NSC (personal communication with Kate, April 24, 1997) and the second most active 

member of the board (personal communication with Ron, March 17, 1997). WhUe these 

interviews did not change the understood sequence, they clarified several attributions and 

certam outcomes and have also been added to the body of data used in the analysis of this 

study. 
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Interpreting ETHNO Output 

The primary output of an ETHNO analysis is an increased understanding of the 

analyzed data. ETHNO forces the researcher to perform ever-deeper probes into the 

structural context of the event sequences and the events themselves. The program forces 

the analyst to consider the general and the particular, which raises questions that might not 

otherwise be considered. The secondary ETHNO output is a diagram of the final model 

of event sequences. The overaU form of the diagram is not necessarily informative, as 

ETHNO simply foUows a set of rules to create a picture (Heise and Lewis, 1988). 

However, the diagram is a representation of the researchers understanding of the logic of 

how these events fit together during the growth of the firm. WhUe not the primary output 

of the methodology the diagrams do contain some interesting attributes and are included in 

Appendix B. 

The number of levels in a diagram refers to the complexity of the sequence. (This 

paragraph is based upon Heise and Lewis, 1988: 27.) For example, events occurring at the 

top of a diagram have few to no prerequisites as far as the given incident is concerned, and 

events at the bottom of a diagram are the most difficuh to accompUsh in the sense that 

there are many more prerequisites to flilfiU before they can occur. Anyone engaging m 

events near the bottom of a diagram may be said to be deeply involved in a particular 

sequence. A pinch or bottleneck event may indicate a constraimng event for the series to 

foUow, and on occasion a diagram wUl spUt into divergent paths indicating that events are 

happening along different tracks. 
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The foUowing rules can be used to read the models included in Appendix B. Lines 

connecting the events show logical connections between events (with each event 

represented by hs ETHNO given abbreviation). The topmost entry is simply the name 

given to the sequence and the tier of events below this entry shows events that have no 

specified prerequisites withm the sequence. Lines traced downward from an event define 

the event's potential consequences. Lines ascending from an event define the event's 

prerequisites, which are disjunctive if the event abbreviation is printed in aU capitals, and 

conjunctive otherwise. Dynamic assumptions (events that are repeatable without 

depletion) and special relations (nondepletive relations and commutations) that can not be 

represented in the diagram are included with the event descriptions and abbreviation key. 
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Table 4.1 
Priority Ranking of Little Red Riding Hood Events 

(Adapted from Heise and Lewis, 1988) 

Priority Ranking 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
55 
51 
16 
5 
0 
0 
0 

Event 
Girl eats grandmother (grmo) and drinks grmo blood 
Girl answers wolf 
Girl marvels at grmo/wolf s body 
Girl gives bread and miUc to grmo/wolf 
Girl bums article of clothing 
Girl greets grmo/wolf 
Girl gets in bed with grmo/wolf 
Girl removes article of clothing 
Girl knocks on grmo's door 
Girl arrives at grmo's house 
Girl returns home 
Girl departs from grmo's house 
Girl walks through forest 
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CHAPTER V 

EMPIRICAL RESULTS 

Overview 

Resuhs of the analysis, obtained by following the procedures described in Chapter 

IV, are reported m this chapter. First, a narrative was created as input to ETHNO. This 

narrative was of an event sequence form and is included in Appendix A. Second, an 

ETHNO analysis was performed to check and clarify understanding of the data, and finally 

the researcher cycled back and forth between an understanding of the data and the 

literature to produce the results described below. 

Although data exist for much of the history of NSC, the thick ethnographic 

description does not begin until the firm has reached the survival stage of the Churchill and 

Lewis (1983) Model. A brief history of the evolution of the firm is nonetheless desirable 

to give one a sense of the firm's growth to this stage. From the available data (for a fiiller 

rendition of this stage in the Ufe of NSC, see Learned [1995: Chapters IV and V]) it would 

seem that NSC "survived" the existence stage of growth experiencing many trials 

anticipated by the model. NSC was highly rehant upon the owners and Uttle to no 

planning took place. The firm was highly dependent upon General Electric as its only 

customer and struggled to develop a broader customer base. The firm consistently 

struggled to make ends meet, and almost ran out of fimds on several occasions. 

Fortunately, for NSC and this study, the firm was able to develop a competency in 
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electronic data interchange (EDI) that over time proved to be of significant value in the 

marketplace. 

By 1988 NSC had muUiple EDI products in two industries, a growing customer 

base, and, by 1989, a generally positive cash flow. According to the Churchill and Lewis 

(1983) Model the firm had entered the survival phase. Characteristic of this stage, the 

firm is still concerned with generating enough cash flow to cover current costs, the 

company structure is simple, systems development is minimal, and formal planning 

consists of no more than cash flow analysis. Firms that progress to overcome these 

shortcomings may begin to earn marginal returns on invested time and capital. Certainly, 

this was the state of NSC in summer 1992. 

The discourse that follows is the result of a close analysis of the Ufe of NSC as it 

moved from the later stages of survival into success-growth, and thereafter into take-off 

where it was subsequently harvested. The analysis parallels the thick description of the 

fiill ethnographic record that covers this time period. The names of employees and central 

companies have been changed to provide some level of anonymity (Table 5.1). 

In the first section, a temporal account of NSC will be compared and contrasted 

with the Churchill and Lewis (1983) Model. As temporal contextuaUty (Abbott, 1997) is 

simply the degree of dependence a model has on time, special notice is paid to sequence or 

what events happen when. 

In the second section, special attention is paid to the amount of influence outside 

factors have on the temporal context mentioned above. This spatial context (Abbott, 
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1997) is developed to fiirther our understanding of how and why these events occurred 

when they did. 

Temporal Consistency 

1992 was a transition year for NSC. While still in the survival stage, the firm had 

begun to earn marginal returns on its investment. According to the Churchill and Lewis 

(1983) Model, a firm must commit itself to more extensive planning, structural change, 

and system development in order to move to the next stage of growth. In addition, a 

company must learn to generate enough cash flow to stay in business and finance growth 

to a size where economic returns become more promising (Churchill and Lewis, 1983). 

This seems to begin in 1991, continue through 1992, and culminate in spring 1993. 

With the help of one board member (Ron), formal planning began in late 1991. In 

fact, this was considered a marker event by the firm. This planning process formaUzed 

strategic goals, tied the annual busmess plan to the formaUzed goals, and tied the 

president's (Kate) compensation to the achievement of the business plan (Learned, 1995: 

149). In November 1992 the objectives committee of the board drafted a statement 

supporting growth as the main focus of the firm (Appendix A - event 48); however, 

planning still seems to be a year to year exercise and no real vision for the firm has yet to 

be articulated (Appendix A - events 72,73,74). 

Planning also became more structured in the board room of the firm. In July 1992, 

Kate and Kevin (former president and current chairman of the board) began to discuss 

formaUzing board member responsibiUties (Appendix A - event 4). This resuhed in 
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Kevin drafting a memo of board member responsibUities in the second half of 1992 

(Appendix A - events 16, 19, 20). The level of planning at NSC supports the notion that 

the firm is still in the survival stage of growth; however, it has begun to put in place the 

necessary requirements to move into the success stage. 

In regard to structure, the firm at this point closely resembles the success stage in 

the Churchill and Lewis (1983) Model. The firm is spUt into three divisions and has a 

manager responsible for each division. Contrary to the general characteristics specified in 

the survival stage of the model, the firm's managers are not fimctional but rather general 

managers. Kate is responsible for the new products team, Gretchen is responsible for the 

healthcare division, and Marilyn is responsible for the banking division. Each manager is 

responsible for planning in her division (Appendix A - events 54, 71, 96). In addition, 

there seems to be movement toward developing middle managers under each division 

leader (Appendix A - event 90). 

In terms of system development the firm is closely Unked with the average 

characteristics described by Churchill and Lewis (1983) for the survival stage. The firm 

has few systems in place, which tends to be an annoyance to the board. The board pushes 

productivity issues on many occasions (Appendix A - events 47, 52, 74, 85, 87, 97, 105). 

Productivity was an absorbing issue for board members as they saw it as a way to improve 

cash flow, and as the means to grow more rapidly. The board additionaUy beUeved 

increasing firm productivity was the only way to appear attractive to capital markets or 

potential suitors. The board would return to these themes time and time again. 
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During summer 1992, the firm ahnost ran out of cash. Hospital sales proved to be 

different from banking sales as receivables increased to 90 to 120 days. During a 

brainstorming session at the November meeting, the board came up with several ways by 

which to accelerate cash flows (Appendix A - event 51). One solution was to ask for 

50% of sales contract in advance and prepayment of the entire amount due on the service 

contract (personal conmiunication with Kevin, February 21, 1997). This increased the 

firm's cash flow dramaticaUy. However, the board remained wary of the problem and 

reaUy attempted to make this a crisis in the minds of the management team. As a result 

the board directed the firm to increase its Une of credit to avoid any fiiture problems 

(Appendix A - events 51, 83). 

There is no single event that announces the arrival of a firm to the next stage of 

growth. As detailed above, the firm is and has been rapidly moving toward the success 

stage for some time. However, it is convenient to say that solving the cash crisis 

(Appendix A - event 111) aUowed the firm to enter the success stage of entrepreneurial 

growth. In the ChurchiU and Lewis (1983) Model a firm must now decide to pursue 

growth aggressively or disengage and provide a base for the owners to pursue other 

options. 

In the October 1992 board meeting, the board set a 40% minimum growth rate 

over the next five years as the primary goal of the firm. A 40% growth rate over five 

years would give the firm ten miUion doUars in sales - a number the board feh was 

necessary before shareholders could harvest their investments (Appendix A - event 50). 

The management team was asked to return to the January meetmg with this rate worked 
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into its 1993 plans. The firm clearly opted to pursue the success-growth substage. 

According to the ChurchiU and Lewis (1983) Model, important tasks in this stage are to 

stay profitable in order to enable growth, develop managers to meet the needs of the 

growing business, develop extensive strategic planning, and to begin to instaU formal 

systems to support this growth. 

The firm took a number of steps to stay profitable enough to fimd its growth. The 

steps taken in the survival stage, to improve cash flow, continued to pay dividends due to 

the fact that the cash flow generated by the billing structure of the firm was actuaUy 

dependent upon growth. The more sales the better the immediate cash flow. Determined 

to maintain or improve cash flow, the board remained vigilant and pushed the firm to 

continue to search for ways to increase available cash. For example, the board asked 

management to look into taking fiiU advantage of R&D tax credits (^pendix A - event 

117), thus improving current cash, and directed the firm to work out a higher Une of credit 

at the bank (Appendix A - event 142). This Une of credit amounted to insurance on cash 

flow. 

One event that ChurchiU and Lewis (1983) expect to see at this stage of growth is 

a marshalling of resources intended for the pursuit of growth as the main objective. The 

board of NSC had been concerned with the productivity levels of the firm, and in fact 

forced management to deal with productivity issues by cappmg the number of new hires 

during the November 1992 board meeting (Appendix A - event 87). This event seems 

contrary to the objectives of this stage. ChurchiU and Lewis noted that factors lagging 

behind the current stage of development could cause major problems. Management's 
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struggle to reconcile the conflicting goals of growing revenue and capping personnel at an 

artificial level (Appendix A - events 122, 123, 135) is an example of the type of problem 

ChurchiU and Lewis predicted. Kate brings the conflict of these two goals to the attention 

of the board, and the board agrees that productivity should take a back seat to revenue 

growth and positive cash flow (Appendix A - events 147, 148). This series of events 

focused the firm on growth as the single most important objective and set the groundwork 

for movement into the take-offstage. 

The management of NSC struggled to keep up with the firm's growth. Ron had 

previously coached Kate on grooming the two divisional managers into strategic managers 

(Appendix A - event 74) and had continued to develop Kate's strategic planning skills. 

However, the growth was beginning to take its toU on the infrastructure of the firm 

(Appendix A - event 127), and the hospital sales division (HSD) was starting to have real 

problems (Appendix A - events 151 - 162 aU deal with problems within the HSD). Action 

was needed and Kate took over operations of HSD and moved Gretchen to head of sales 

for that division (Appendix A - event 163). This was later revised and Jeff was made head 

of instaUation, Ludle head of customer support, and Gretchen head of sales; however, Jeff 

and Ludle stUl reported to Gretchen (Appendix A - event 166). Further refinement took 

place in this structure as the firm appointed several employees as permanent instaU 

programmers under Jeff (Appendix A - events 154, 177). 

The top management team looked into new systems (Appendix A - events 170, 

171, 174) and implemented several new poUcies during this stage of growth. The poUcy 

and structural changes made at NSC had the effect of readying the firm for the transition 
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to the next stage of growth. This is somewhat indeterminate, however, as the success-

growth stage is the least weU-defined stage in the ChurchUl and Lewis (1983) Model. The 

authors suggest that the success-growth stage is simply a testing ground for the take-off 

stage. In the successfiil firm, it is therefore difficuh to determine where success-growth 

stops and take-off begins. ChurchiU and Lewis seem to portray the take-offstage as 

simply a more intense version of success-growth. 

Aside from intensity, the only point of departure between the two stages is that 

somewhere in the take-offstage management figures out how to handle a growing 

company, in an environment of growing complexity. The board meeting in the third 

quarter of 1993 seems to be an event that reaUy focuses the management team to refine 

the systems and structure achieved in the success-growth stage. As such, it is practical to 

think of the firm as entering the take-off stage at this point. The key problems m the take

off stage are simUar to, but potentiaUy more severe than, the problems m the success-

growth stage. According to the ChurchUl and Lewis (1983) Model, the most important 

questions are whether the management team can handle the increasing growth and 

whether the cash flow wUl aUow for it. 

The third quarter board meeting was significant for three reasons. First, the board 

continued to push productivity issues as a way of maintaining and improving cash flow 

and, perhaps more importantly, to increase sales per employee (a common productivity 

measure in the software business). Second, the board recommended hiring a "high 

powered" sales representative. Third, the board noted that the firm would have to 

reorganize again to continue its growth. The board recommended a fianctional structure, 
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with cross fimctional product teams, as a way to achieve this growth. These 

reconmiendations by the board suggest a gearing up for even greater growth (Appendix A 

- events 219, 220, 221, 222, 223, 224). 

During this stage at NSC we see the implementation of a new fimctional structure, 

as recommended by the board (Appendbc A - events 227, 228, 239) and continued 

refining of the structure in cUent support (Appendix A - events 242, 246). The firm added 

nine and a half fiiU time equivalents after the board Ufted the hiring freeze. The hiring 

along with the new organizational structure greatly increased firm morale and 

effectiveness (Appendix A - event 256). 

The management team continued to improve its strategic decision making abUity 

(Appendix A - events 232, 234, 248, 249, 251, 252). The greatest example of the firms 

confidence in the new structure and strategic planning abUity was the management team's 

business plan presented at the board's January 1994 meeting. This plan caUed for a 72% 

mcrease in sales and 100% growth in income (Appendix A - event 260). If achieved, this 

would put the firm ahead of its five year plan to reach ten mUUon doUars m sales. 

Although the firm was stUl struggUng with several problems, most notably a large backlog 

of instaUations to be done (Appendix A - events 239, 240), it seemed to be successfiiUy 

positioned in the take-offstage. At this time the firm was approached by AIC and entered 

into negotiations for a possible harvest of the firm. The ChurchUl and Lewis (1983) 

Model is sUent on this possibUity, and so the harvest sequence wUl be discussed in the 

foUowing section. 
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Reflection on what events occurred and when they occurred in the preceding 

discourse exposes a consistent theme: The board's abUity to focus management on the 

sequential events necessary for growth and subsequent harvest. Whereas the ChurchUl 

and Lewis (1983) Model helps us to understand what events occurred and when they 

occurred, it does Uttle to help us to understand the abUity to focus on why they were 

necessary for growth and harvest. We begin to understand this abUity by looking at the 

question of why and how the board was able to identify the necessary next event. We wiU 

see in the next section that an analysis of spatial conformity provides some new insight to 

these questions. 

Spatial Conformity 

It is one thing for sequential patterns of events to exist, it is quite another to 

recognize them for what they are and understand the next necessary move. The abiUty to 

recognize a sequential pattern of events is based upon an imderstanding of the underlying 

logic of these events as they occur over time. This underlying logic can be described as an 

understanding of why one event foUows from another. Once we obtain this level of 

understanding we are able to project the next move because we understand how the event 

wUl fiirther the unfolding of the story. 

The construct of expertise has been defined in the cognition and information 

processing hteratures m a manner consistent with the description above. Expertise is 

sunply a speciaUzed knowledge structure that aUows one to understand a specific pattern 

of events and project the move that wUl unfold the story in a desirable manner. ETHNO 
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forces the analyst to think in these terms, and its use has expUcitly lead to the foUowing 

discourse. (Figure 5.1 is a styUzed ETHNO representation of the harvest of NSC, it wUl 

be discussed later in this section and, although it is a simpUfied ETHNO diagram, has been 

included to give the reader a feel for how ETHNO helps the analyst to understand the 

underlying logic m a sequence of events.) 

For an entrepreneur there is a multitude of contingencies that the expert must 

understand, and Vesper (1996) has given us a way to think about the necessary knowledge 

requhed of the expert entrepreneur. Vesper noted that this necessary knowledge could be 

divided into four types of domain-specific knowledge: general business knowledge, 

general entrepreneurship knowledge, opportunity-specific knowledge, and venture-specific 

knowledge. Interestingly, Vesper recognized that this knowledge must be understood by 

the entrepreneur or provided by others involved in the creation of the venture, if the 

venture is to be successfiil. 

General business knowledge includes the conventional business fimctional areas 

taught in a busmess school. The top management team of NSC was a weU-educated 

group of individuals with a number of years of practical experience under their behs. The 

team was weU prepared m this regard as several members had received MB As from 

prestigious graduate schools and others had worked in a variety of fimctional areas for 

other firms. 

General entrepreneurship knowledge is more specific than general business 

knowledge and is more applicable to start-ups. Entrepreneurship knowledge should 

include prior experience m venturing and has been found to be an important performance 
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indicator (Vesper, 1996). Several board members of NSC were selected for board 

membership because of their expertise in venture start-ups. Garrison had started his own 

computer hardware busmess, which was doing somewhere between fifty and one hundred 

mUUon in sales. CharUe had run 3-4 businesses in SUicon VaUey prior to joining the board 

of NSC, and Ron had experience as a corporate entrepreneur having started a major 

division for a large computer company (personal communication with Kevin, February 21, 

1997). 

One aspect of general entrepreneurship knowledge is understanding the sequence 

and norms of harvesting a company (Figure 5.1). Garrison, CharUe, and Ron had aU been 

through acquisitions before and took the lead in formulating the firm's strategy for dealing 

with the suitor (Appendix A - event 283). Kate was to insist on certain conditions to carry 

the negotiations fiirther and was told to play the board as the *black hats' if necessary. It 

was those members of the board who had an understanding of the norms of harvesting a 

company who recognized the opportunity m the offer, from AIC. Early m the negotiation 

Garrison determined that this was not an economic sale and that AIC would be wUUng to 

pay a high price to purchase NSC (Appendk A - event 287). 

Upon receipt of a verbal offer from AIC, two board members who had been 

through a previous sale (Ron and Garrison) pushed the firm to the next step (Appendbc A 

- events 286, 287). As negotiations progressed, Ron was successfiil in pushing AIC to 

see the seriousness of NSC's position (Appendix A - event 295). Lastly, when aU 

conditions had been met, the board pushed for one more event in the sequence (Appendix 

A - event 298), which ultimately added $500,000 to the offer. In fact. Garrison and Ron 
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were responsible for several mUUon additional doUars to the shareholders of NSC 

(personal communication with Kevin, February 21, 1997). The company surely had an 

exceptional foundation of general entrepreneurship knowledge. 

Opportunity-specific knowledge usuaUy involves insightfiil awareness of a 

potential market and, also possibly, of a technological frontier. However, the person who 

holds this type of information may not know how to take advantage of it. In addition, this 

sort of knowledge generally comes from work or a hobby experience (Vesper, 1996). The 

original founders of NSC provided this type of knowledge to the firm. In particular, Kate 

developed a knack for personal computer programming and saw the potential for 

developing a market around those skiUs. Kate was to remain the torch bearer for this type 

of knowledge throughout the Ufe of NSC. As CEO she attended national conferences, 

formed alUances, and sat on national standards boards for electronic data mterchange. 

Kate served the firm weU as primary agent of opportunity-specific knowledge. 

Venture-specific knowledge is necessary to take advantage of opportunity-specific 

knowledge (Vesper, 1996). This may also be thought of as industry- or market-specific 

knowledge. Jack was asked onto the board specificaUy for his banking mdustry 

experience, as he was president of a Southern CaUfomia bank. Kevm had served on the 

board of Blue Cross Blue Shield and thus had some experience and contacts within the 

healthcare market. In addition, Kevin had other contacts in the healthcare market who 

could be called upon if information was needed (e.g.. Appendix A - event 235). The firm 

had a soUd base of venture-specific knowledge. 
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Vesper (1996) noted that the higher the level of knowledge in regards to these four 

domains the better a firm's chance of success. The phenomenal aspect of NSC was how 

experienced a board they were able to put together for such a small entrepreneurial firm. 

However, more remarkable than the cumulative experience was the synergy of experience, 

over the four domains, that the top management team of NSC enjoyed. Evidence suggests 

that the top management team of NSC had a high level of understanding of the necessary 

norms for entrepreneurial success. 

ChurchiU and Lewis (1983) noted that understanding what problems generaUy 

occur at each stage of development can help business to better understand current states 

and anticipate fiiture events. The evidence suggests that the board of NSC had this level 

of temporal and spatial understanding. This understandmg gave the board the abUity to 

recognize a sequential pattern of events and understand the next necessary move. To do 

this consistently at a high level shows the board had entrepreneurial expertise, and thus an 

understanding of Why one event leads to another. 

Discussion 

The ChurchiU and Lewis (1983) Model does a fine job of explaming the sequence 

of events that occurs as the firm moved from survdval to success and from success to take

off More specifically what events occurred and when they occurred are fau-ly consistent 

with model predictions (Table 5.2). On several occasions the firm was ahead or behmd 

where the model would have predicted it should be on a given factor. ChurchUl and Lewis 

(1983) noted that this is not uncommon, but can lead to problems if a firm lags in its 
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factor development for too long. Certainly, the development of factors during the growth 

of NSC from the survival stage to the success-growth stage and finaUy the take-offstage 

was within the model Umits. 

As noted earUer, it is one thing to know that a pattern exists and quite another to 

recognize that pattern for what it is. ChurchUl and Lewis (1983: 30) stated that "Owners 

who can assess the stage at which their companies are operating can use the framework to 

better understand existing problems and anticipate fiiture chaUenges." However, the 

authors give the reader Uttle information on how an owner might assess where the firm 

currently is and how to differentiate the firm's current position from where it should be. 

In addition, the model is lacking in its abiUty to help the owner assess why the occurrence 

of one event might lead to the occurrence of another event. 

It is the degree of necessary knowledge obtained that aUows us to classify a person 

as an expert. By acquuing the necessary knowledge of the entrepreneurial process, the 

business owner can begin to develop entrepreneurial expertise. The expert's abUity to 

assess the current pattern of events in the Ufe of a firm and his or her capacity to project 

the consequences of the next event gives him or her the competence to use the ChurchUl 

and Lewis (1983) Model, in the way the authors intended. 

MitcheU (1997: 12) has defined expertise as "a speciaUzed knowledge structure 

(Galambos, 1986; Glaser, 1982; Read, 1987) that explains performance differences among 

individuals in speciaUzed domains (Lord & Keman, 1987; Lord & Maher, 1990)." We 

know that the knowledge structures of experts and novices differ across many fields 

including entrepreneurship (MitcheU, 1994), and we know that expertise leads to 
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exceptional performance in a number of fields such as chess (Chase and Simon, 1972), 

computer programmmg (McKeithen, Reitman, Reuter and Hirtle, 1981), and physics (Chi, 

Glaser and Rees, 1982). Certainly expertise impUes performance. 

If expertise is mdeed tied to performance, then we may propose that lack of 

expertise is a major contributor to firm faUure in the ChurchUl and Lewis (1983) Model, 

because the management team does not recognize the current crisis, or does not know the 

next event in the series necessary to mitigate that crisis. 

This study adds credence to the theory that entrepreneurial ventures result from a 

coUective effort of many individuals over a period of tune (Van de Ven, 1993). In fact, 

one finding m the NSC case is that entrepreneurial expertise can reside m a coUection of 

individuals and does not necessarily have to reside in the single mythical entrepreneur we 

so often read about in the popular press. Given this understanding it is notable that the 

prudent use of boards may be a way for business owners to take a shortcut to the 

accumulation of domam specific knowledge that can lead to firm-level expertise. 

This study suggests that a framework of stakeholder relationships needs to be buUt 

into the ChurchUl and Lewis (1983) Model. Stakeholder interaction was crucial to the 

growth of NSC as it passed from survival to success and finaUy take-off The interaction 

of these stakeholders helped to shape what the firm became. For example, Kate was able 

to bring business to the firm through her development of aUiances with other vendors. In 

addition, Kate's placement on different standards boards opened doors for the firm that 

may not have been opened under other chcumstances. To a large extent the board was an 

outside force that acted upon the firm. The board, other than Kate, was made up of 
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individuals who were not part of the everyday operating mechanism. When this board set 

goals and objectives for the firm it brought an outside perspective to NSC and helped 

shape what it became. The ChurchUl and Lewis (1983) Model currently does not consider 

this type of spatial contextuaUty (Abbott, 1997). 

We can assume the importance of different stakeholders for a firm changes as the 

firm grows and becomes more complex. Because this fits with the general working of the 

ChurchiU and Lewis (1983) Model, a framework of stakeholder relationships would make 

for a good addition and certainly increase the model's range of contextual completeness. 

This study suggests that a framework that accounts for a firm's harvest strategy 

should be incorporated into the ChurchiU and Lewis (1983) Model. A harvest strategy 

merely defines how an entrepreneur wiU extract cash flows from his or her investment 

(Petty, 1994), and, as this is a central concern for aU entrepreneurs, is a major shortcoming 

of the current model. For example, ChurchUl and Lewis (1983) describe the unportance of 

business resources dropping rapidly as the firm progresses through the successive stages. 

Given a harvest as a desû ed outcome for a business owner, business resources would 

maintain or perhaps dip and then cUmb as the firm moved closer to potential harvest. 

Market share, distribution processes, and reputation are unportant to these firms. As 

harvest is most Ukely to take place in the success or take-off stage this is a shortcoming of 

the current model. 

Figure 5.2 shows how an entrepreneurial harvest might be integrated with the 

ChurchUl and Lewis (1983) Model. As was the case with NSC, a firm should define its 

harvest goals up front as this wUl determine how it fills its capital need. NSC ran mto 
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cash flow problems in the survival stage. Had the firm not been able to solve this crisis, it 

would have had to seek an infiision of cash to continue its growth. Therefore, capital 

needs may require a premature harvest. I label a harvest at this stage premature because 

the entrepreneur is not Ukely to achieve the highest rate of return on his or her mvestment 

under these circumstances. An entrepreneurial harvest is ideaUy situated in the success or 

take-offstage as this is where the firm's profit potential is Ukely to be highest. Of course 

environmental change may force a harvest, or open the opportunity for a harvest, at any 

point in the life of the firm. Figure 5.2 also shows the proposed importance of business 

resources to a firm pursuing an entrepreneurial harvest. 

Perspicacity m regard to the ChurchUl and Lewis (1983) Model has been achieved 

through an understanding of how an entrepreneur can apply the model in the way the 

authors originaUy mtended. Perspicacity has also been achieved through the identification 

of two contextual frameworks that are lacking in the current conceptuaUzation of the 

model. 
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Table 5.1 
Promment Players 

Alias Position Board Expertise 

Beverly 

Betty 

CharUe 

Davys 

Garrison 

Gene 

Gretchen 

Irving 

Jack 

Kate 

Kevin 

Marilyn 

Max 

Ron 

Office Manager 

Original Partner 

Final Board Member 

Significant Investors 

Final Board Member 

Final Board Member 

HSD Manager 

Early Board Member 

Final Board Member 

President 

Chairman of the Board 

FSD Manager 

Early Board Member 

Fmal Board Member 

Experienced Entrepreneur 

Experienced Entrepreneur 

Original Partner 

Betty's Father 

Industry Expertise 

Market Expertise 

Industry Expertise 

Kevin's Father 

Strategic Expertise 
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Table 5.2 
Temporal Consistency of ChurchUl and Lewis Model (1983) and NSC Growth 

ChurchUl and Lewis (1983) Model Predictions 

Existence 

High reUance on 
owners 

No formal 
planning 

Highly dependent 
on few customers 

Cashflow 
problems 

Survival 

Cash flow to cxjver 
current e?q)enses 

Formal planning = 
Cash flow analysis 

Simple structure 

Minimal systems 

Success 

Cash flow finances 
growth 

More extensive 
planning 

Formal functional 
structure 

Greater system 
development 

Take-off 

Marshalling of 
resources for 

growth 
More extensive 

planning 

Move toward 
divisional 
structure 

Greater system 
development 

Maturity 

Return on 
investment 

Extensive 
Planning 

Line and staff 
structure 

Extensive system 
development 

NSC Divergence from Model Predictions 

Model accounted 
for sequence of 

events 

Structure-NSC 
was managed by 

general rather than 
functional 
managers 

Cash flow problem 
was solved. 

Contradictory 
goals needed to be 
worked out prior 
to move to next 

stage 

Cash flow solution 
rendered cash a 

more minor issue 
for this stage. 

Structure - NSC 
was now managed 

by functional 
rather than 
divisional 
managers 

Cash flow solution 
rendered cash a 

more minor issue 
for this stage. 

Harvest occurred 
prior to NSC 

entering this stage 
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Harvest Sequence (Events are Usted m Appendbc A) 

i 
CharUe criticizes lack of harvest strategy (event 40) 

i 
Board sets firm on harvest path (events 48-50, 52) 

i 
AIC is interested in acquisition (event 271) 

i 
Board agrees to pursue offer (event 281) 

i 
Garrison, CharUe and Ron formulate negotiation strategy (event 283) 

I 
AIC sends initial offer - $4/share with contingencies (event 284) 

i 
Garrison recommends $12/share and no contingencies (event 287) 

AIC offers $8-12/share and schedules due dUigence visit (289-291) 

i 
Ron explains seriousness of $12 figure and no contingencies (event 295) 

i 
AIC makes acceptable offer (event 297) 

; 

Board instructs Kate to counter for an additional $1 mUUon (event 298) 

i 
AIC counters with $500,000 and Kate's agreement to stay 1 year (event 299) 

; 

Board signs offer (event 301) 

Figure 5.1 
StyUzed ETHNO Diagram of Harvest Sequence 
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CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSION 

Overview 

In this dissertation I have made a contribution to our understanding of 

entrepreneurial growth by analyzmg the five-stage growth model of ChurchUl and Lewis 

(1983). The goal of this analysis has been to add to our stock of knowledge about this 

process model. The totaUty of the evidence suggests there is a necessary expertise 

required to achieve entrepreneurial success in a rational manner. It was proposed this 

expertise may Ue in the interaction of several individuals with domain-specific expert 

scripts, and a method for the determination of entrepreneurial expertise was examined. 

This finding reveals to practitioners how they may use the model in the manner intended 

by ChurchUl and Lewis (1983). This finding should make the model more saUent to 

practitioners and academics aUke. 

In addition, this study has systematicaUy shown that the ChurchUl and Lewis 

Model does a good job of specifying the sequence of events that occurred as NSC moved 

between stages of growth. However, as addressed above, the model was not satisfactory 

in explaining how an owner is to assess current patterns of events or why one event flows 

logicaUy fi-om the last or to the next. 

Furthermore, this study found the ChurchUl and Lewis (1983) Model lacking in 

contextual development in two areas. First, the current model does not take outside 

influences such as aUiances, boards, and other stakeholders mto account. Second, the 
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model does not account weU for those whose intent is an entrepreneurial harvest, as these 

firms have a much higher regard for business resources than the current model would 

predict. 

In this final chapter I discuss the impUcations of the research and my findings in 

terms of then- contributions and Umitations. I conclude with a discussion of du-ections for 

fiiture research. 

Academic Contributions 

There are several benefits of this study to the academic community. First, this 

study has demonstrated the potential effect expertise can have on entrepreneurial growth 

and ultimately entrepreneurial success. Entrepreneurship scholars have recently proposed 

that expertise in entrepreneurship is a precedent for success (BuU and WTUlard, 1993; 

Bygrave, 1994; Timmons, 1994). This study demonstrates one way in which that 

connection can be made. As an example, the proposed connection between expertise and 

success may account for the success rate of venture capitaUsts, who, instead of 50 to 80 

percent faUure rates for new start-ups, enjoy success rates of 70 to 90 percent (Tunmons, 

1994). This Une of study may prove finitfiil for entrepreneurship scholars. 

Second, this study found the ChurchUl and Lewis (1983) Model was a fine 

predictor of what events should occur at a particular pomt in contextual time. However, 

the model was found to be lacking in explanations of why certain events led to specific 

outcomes, and how an entrepreneur may assess the current stage of the firm as weU as 

how to differentiate that stage fi-om the stage where it should be operating. The model 
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was also unable to account for the amount of influence outside sources had on the shaping 

of the firm. In this sense, it is hoped that this study has begun the process of adding 

spatial contextuaUty to the ChurchUl and Lewis (1983) Model of entrepreneurial growth. 

TWrd, this study is beneficial for the introduction of event structure analysis to the 

management Uterature. Event structure analysis has proven to be an mvaluable tool for 

the researcher to improve contextual understanding and clarify complex data, and it has 

proved to be a powerfijl method for helping the analyst to think in a process manner. It 

should be pointed out that there are features of this methodology not exploited m this 

study. One such feature is the abUity to abstract and compare simUar but distinct 

processes, as was the case in the example of chUdren's play routines (Figures 4.1 and 4.2). 

It is this instance where the graphical power of the method is best utilized. 

Practitioner Effect 

This study's primary effect on the practitioner is to show how the ChurchiU and 

Lewis (1983) Model can be used for business planning and analysis. This study and the 

authors' original work have shown how the model accounts for the sequence of events in 

the Ufe of a firm. This study has specificaUy shown that a practitioner can take fiiU 

advantage of this model only if he or she has the requisite "necessary knowledge." One 

way to acquire this necessary knowledge is through the assemblage of a complementary 

board. From a prescriptive standpoint it is evident that board members should be selected 

on the basis of theh abUity to help round out the knowledge domams, expressed by Vesper 

(1996), that may be lacking m the current management of the organization. A 
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complementary board gives the firm the abUity to compete with larger firms that by 

definition have a larger number of resources on staff. 

As the entrepreneur does not have to pay the board member a fiiU time wage it is 

often possible to co-opt experts that wUl pay larger dividends than the competitor's fiiU 

time resources. This is a distinct advantage for the entrepreneur if he or she is able to 

attract a quaUty board and buUd the appropriate relationship. Perhaps in no other situation 

does an entrepreneur's attempt to do more \̂ dth less pay such great dividends. 

In addition, the entrepreneur has more flexibiUty in filling positions, or changing 

positions, on the board as opportunities arise, whUe the larger firm is generaUy less flexible 

with its fiUl time resources. Therefore, the top management team can act as a core 

resource for the firm. Because this resource is flexible, it has the abiUty to provide the 

firm with a sustainable competitive advantage in the marketplace. 

Limitations 

AU research is blessed with certain Umitations and this study is no exception. The 

methodology employed m this study has several unique Umitations and also suffers fi-om 

Umitations inherent in the use of secondary data. More specific to this study are the 

foUowmg Umitations. ETHNO treats events as being of the same duration; however, 

reaUty aUows that some events take much longer to unfold than others. To weight an 

event that takes one month to unfold the same as an event that unfolds m the course of a 

day is problematical and must be dealt with carefiiUy in any interpretation. Weighting 

events that have the same duration simUarly may also be problematical. CoUectmg 
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Monopoly game pieces in a McDonalds promotion takes the same amount of time 

regardless of the piece; however, coUecting BoardwaUc is obviously more significant than 

coUecting Park Place (There are mUUons of Park Place pieces and only one BoardwaUc 

piece. Yet both are necessary to win a mUUon doUars.). Consideration of this must be 

given to any mterpretation. 

Event structure models are inherentiy Umited by their focus on rational processes. 

Entrepreneurship is often thought of as being an inherentiy creative act. This 

characterization poses potential problems as creative acts are generaUy considered to be 

driven by affective factors, outside the range of rational factors used in ETHNO (Heise, 

1989). WhUe much of the action driven by affective factors is constrained by sociocultural 

structuring, it is not generaUy within the natural domain of rational models, and a mature 

science wUl have to offer models that mix rational and emotional action (Heise, 1989). 

Other researchers, even with the same informant and narrative, may produce a 

different model. However, one appeaUng feature of event structure analysis is that the 

techniques employed can be turned in upon themselves, permitting us to ask of two or 

more competing accounts whether they are sufficiently sunUar to warrant us ignoring their 

apparent differences (AbeU, 1993). 

As a practical matter the ETHNO program itself suffers duly fi-om its age. It is a 

DOS-based program and is cumbersome to work with. To aUow for working documents, 

diagrams must be recreated fi-om screen prints and output files must be continuaUy 

renamed or lost to succeeding analysis. A new or updated version is badly needed. 
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The problems of ethnographic data have been addressed elsewhere. Most 

troubling of these problems is that the potential exists that the original data are biased by 

selective and potentiaUy erroneous observation by the ethnographer. There are simUar 

problems associated with analyzing secondary data. Again these problems are pretty weU 

understood and addressed in the Uterature on anthropological methodology. Most 

importantiy, by carefiiUy foUowing the methods described m preceding chapters, the 

researcher can attain an appropriate level of understanding of the data and research 

context. 

A major chaUenge to any study is the generalization of finding to a meaningfiil 

population. Stewart (in press: 63) has noted that ethnographic studies can not aspire to 

generaUzabUity. However, "they can aspire to perspicacity, which is the capacity to 

produce appUcable insights." Certainly, this is the goal to which this study has asphed. 

This study is explorational m that it is one step in understanding the temporal 

dynamics of entrepreneurial growth. The results developed in this study should be treated 

as provisional, able to account for the data that generated them, but subject to change as a 

broader sample of data is processed. 

Future Research 

Tesch (1991) noted a single research project cannot produce an entire social 

theory, but it can develop a set of theoretical propositions. As such, this study is more of 

a beginnmg than an end. There is much research to be done to explore and confirm the 
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findings supported in this study. Based on the work done in this study, there are several 

areas of fiiture research that deserve particular attention. 

First, this study suggests that a fi-amework of stakeholder relationships needs to be 

buUt into the ChurchUl and Lewis (1983) Model. We can assume the importance of 

different stakeholders on a firm changes as the firm grows and becomes more complex. 

Because this fits with the general working of the ChurchUl and Lewis Model, a fi-amework 

of stakeholder relationships would make for a good addition and certainly increase the 

model's range of contextual completeness. 

Second, this study suggests that a fi-amework that accounts for firms with a 

harvest strategy should be incorporated into the model. A firm enacts a harvest when it 

needs money to move to the next stage or is at its peak profit potential. Future research 

should strive to develop a more thorough understanding than has been put forth in this 

study. 

TWrd, this study has shown that governance in a smaU firm can be quaUtatively 

different fi-om governance within a larger organization. The resuhs of this study generaUy 

contradict the current understandmg of board-management relations (Finkelstem and 

Hambrick, 1996) and how those relations may affect organizational outcomes, such as 

growth and harvest. There is clearly a lack of research m this area, as Uttle is known about 

how boards of smaU firms can work with management as complementary resources. This 

is unfortunate as k appears this is an exciting area of study, with enormous potential 

benefits for both the academic and practitioner audience. 
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Lastly, this study has made the case that the top management team of NSC had a 

high level of expertise for this specific venture. Research by Ericsson and Chamess (1994) 

has shown expertise is a developed abUity that can be learned through deUberate practice 

with others tramed in the domain. The unpUcation is that entrepreneurship can be taught, 

somethmg many have suspected and yet findmg an effective fi-amework has proven 

elusive. Perhaps, cognition-based research holds the key. If entrepreneurial expertise is 

indeed a learned abiUty, there may be far-ranging consequences for the once and fiiture 

entrepreneur. If through fiirther research we are able to map the entrepreneurial expert 

script, then we wiU be able to limit the high personal and social costs of poor 

entrepreneurial decision making and increase the economic security of those willing to 

venture. The potential impact of this Une of research is large and as such demands fiiture 

study. 
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Mee 
f 1 \ 1 

Sug Con Dlr Pre 
I 

Rej 
I 

Dh 

Con: Gl/kb consult board 
Dlr: Cj/ga direct mgt to action 
Dir: Board directs mgt to action 
Mee: Bod meeting 92(4) 
Pre: Kl presents plan to board 
Rej: Cj/ga reject growth rates as to low 
Sug: Board suggests action to mgt 

SPECL\L RELATIONS 
Non-depletion from Pre to Mee 
Non-depletion from Sug to Mee 
Non-depletion from Con to Mee 
Non-depletion from Dlr to Mee 

FirgureB.2 
Board Meeting 1992 Q4 
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Mee 
I 1 1 r -

Pre Dir App Dis 
_J 

Dlr 

Alp 

Exp 

Alv 
__i 

Inf 

Adv 

Alp: Board approves plan with constraint 
Alv: Cj/ga/rs advise that 40% + growth is possible and necessary 
Adv: Board advises mgt REPEATS 
App: Board q)proves plan 
Dlr Cj/gaAd/rs direct mgt to action 
Din Cj/ga direct mgt to action 
Dis: GUM) discuss issues 
Exp: Mgt expreses concern at meeting 40% growth 
Inf: Kb informs board REPEATS 
Mee: Bod meeting 93(1) 
Pre: Kb presents plan to board 

SPECIAL RELATIONS 
Non-depletion from Inf to Mee 
Non-depletion from Adv to Mee 
Non-depletion from Pre to Mee 
Non-depletion from Exp to Pre 
Non-depletion from Dir to Mee 
Non-depletion from App to Mee 
Non-depletion from Dlr to Pre 
Non-depletion from Dis to Mee 
Non-depletion from Adv to Alv 

Figure B.3 
Board Meeting 1993 Ql 
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Mee 
T r̂  1 1 — r 

Pre Nom Mle Adv Rec Rlc 

Cap App 

Adv: Kb advises board 
App: Board approves plan REPEATS 
Cap: Board capitulates direction 
Mle: Board meets with mgt grp 
Mee: Bod meeting 93(2) 
Nom: Jl nominated to bod 
Pre: Kl presents metric comparisons w/ other software firms 
Rlc: Kb recommends stock options for bt/gl/mr 
Rec: Rs recormnends stock options for kb 

SPECIAL RELATIONS 
Non-depletion from App to Mee 
Non-depletion from Pre to Mee 
Non-depletion from Adv to Mee 
Non-depletion from Nom to Mee 
Non-depletion from Mle to Mee 
Non-depletion from Rec to Mee 
Non-depletion from Rlc to Mee 

Figure B.4 
Board Meeting 1993 Q2 
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Mee 
. — h 1 

App Pre Pie 

Adv: Kb advises board 
App: Board approves plan 
Din Board directs kb to action 
Mee: Bod meeting 93(3) 
Pie: Kb presents plan to board 
Pre: Ga presents plan to board 
Slg: Cj/ga/kl suggest action to kb 
S2g: Cj/ga/rs suggest action to kb 
S3g: Gm l̂ suggest action to kb 
Sug: Board suggests action to kb 

SPECIAL RELATIONS 
Non-depletion from App to Mee 
Non-depletion from Pre to Mee 
Non-depletion from Pie to Mee 
Non-depletion from Sug to Pie 
Non-depletion from Slg to Adv 
Non-depletion from S2g to Adv 
Non-depletion from Dir to Pie 

1 
Dir Sug 

I 
Adv 

I 1 
Slg S2g 

I 
S3g 

Figure B.5 
Board Meeting 1993 Q3 
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Mee 
< — ' — . 

Mle Pre 

Sug Slg 

Mle: Board meets with mgt grp 
Mee: Bod meeting 93(4) 
Pre: Kb presents plan to board 
Slg: Board suggests action to kb 
Sug: Cj/ga suggest action to kb 

SPECL\L RELATIONS 
Non-depletion from Pre to Mee 
Non-depletion from Mle to Mee 

Figure B.6 
Board Meeting 1993 Q4 
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Mee 

Mle 

Giv 

"I 
Pre 

I I 
Exp Sug App 

App: Board approves plan 
Exp: Mgt/board express concern over support profitability 
Giv: Board gives rs authority to negotiate comp package for kb 
Mle: Board meets to discuss kb performance 
Mee: Bod meeting 94(1) 
Pre: Kb presents plan to board 
Sug: Jl suggests action to kb 

SPECIAL RELATIONS 
Non-depletion from Mle to Mee 
Non-depletion from Pre to Mee 
Non-depletion from Exp to Pre 
Non-depletion from Sug to Pre 

Figure B.7 
Board Meeting 1994 Ql 
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Pie 

Agr 

Mee 
_ l 

Pre 

\ 1 
App Sug Slg 

Adv Dir 

Adv: Board advises kb 
Agn Board agrees to pursue offer 
App: Board approves plan 
Dir: Cj/ga/rs direct kb to action 
Mee: Bod meeting 94(2) 
Pie: Kb presents possibility of acquisition to board 
Pre: Kb presents plan to board 
Slg: Jl suggests action to mgt 
Sug: Board suggests action to mgt 

SPECIAL RELATIONS 
Non-depletion from Pre to Mee 
Flip-flop between App and Pre 
Non-depletion from Sug to Pre 
Non-depletion from Slg to Pre 
Non-depletion from Pie to Mee 
Non-depletion from Adv to Agr 
Non-depletion from Dir to Agr 

Figure B.8 
Board Meeting 1994 Q2 
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Vis 

I -
Din 

Rlc 

Aut 

Del 

Figure B.9 
Harvest 

—J— 
Neg 

Exp— R2c 
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Cou 

Clu 
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R3c 
I 

Sig —And 
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Adv: Board advises kb 
Agr: Board agrees to pursue offer 
And: Shareholders and staff are told of sale 
Aut: Board authorizes kl/kb/rs to negotiate offer 
Cln: Adp contacts kb and states interest in making an offer for nsc 
Clu: Aic counters w/ 500k 
C2n: Kb consults kl 
C3n: Kb contacts conim group 
Con: Aic contacts kb and states interest in making an offer for nsc 
Cou: Board counters offer w/ 1 mill increase 
Dis: Kl/kb discuss issues 
Del: Aic delivered nonbinding offer of 8-12 $/share 
Din: Kl/kb/rs dine with aic team 
Dir: Cj/ga/rs direct kb to action 
Dis: Aic discusses acquisition interest with kl. 
E?q): Rs e:q)lains seriousness of $12 number and error of their offer 
Har: Harvest 
Hoi: Board holds telephone mtg to discuss offer 
Inf: Kl informs aic selling is premature 
Neg: Aic negotiates with nsc 
Pre: Kb presents possibility of acquisition to board 
Rlc: Ga recommends counter offer 
Rlc: Board receives offer from aic during board mtg 
R3c: Nsc receives formal offer 
Rec: Kb receives verbal and written nonbinding offer 
Req: Kb requests kl action REPEATS 
Sig: Kl signs offer 
Vis: Aic visits nsc 

SPECIAL RELATIONS 
Non-depletion from Req to Har 
Non-depletion from Dis to Req 
Non-dq}letion from Inf to Dis 
Non-depletion from Cln to Har 
Non-depletion from C2n to Con 
Non-depletion from C2n to Cln 
Non-depletion from Pre to Con 
Non-depletion from Pre to Cln 
Non-depletion from Adv to Agr 
Non-depletion from Dir to Agr 
Non-depletion from Vis to Del 
Non-depletion from Din to Vis 
Non-depletion from Vis to Req 
Flip-flop between Vis and Req 
Non-depletion from Exp to Vis 
Flip-flop between Rec and Con 
Flip-flop between R2c and Del 

Figure B.9 
Continued 
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D2s 

Mle 

I 1 
Cal Imp Sug 

1 
Mor Use 

IIP Inf 

Sel 

COA 

I2P A3v 

Figure B.12 
NSC(3) 
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Alv: Kl advises bt 
A2v: Kl advises cw 
A3v:Kl advises Id) 
A4v: Cj advises kb 
Adv: Kl advises kb 
Cln: Kb consults cj 
Cal: Kb called omega vp 
Coa: Kl coaches cw REPEATS 
C^n: Kb consults kl 
Dis: Gl/kl discuss issues REPEATS 
D2s: Gl/kb discuss issues 
D3s: Cw/kl discuss issues REPEATS 
D4s: Cw/gl/kl discuss issues 
Dec: Kl decides to put together voting trust 
Dis: Kl/kb discuss issues REPEATS 
Eat: Q/jl/klM) eat break£[ist together 
Exp: Kl explains stock options to bt/mr 
Fac: Kl facilitates division meeting 
Ilf: Kb informs kl REPEATS 
Up: Kb implements policy REPEATS 
I2f : Kl informs kb 
I2p: Cw improves greatly in technique 
REPEATS 
Imp: Kb implements new org structure 
Inf: Gl informs kb 
Mle: As/kl/kb meet for dinner 
Mlk: Cw/gl/kl make sales call 
Mak: Cw/kl make sales caU REPEATS 
Mee: Bod meeting 
Mor: Employees morale improves 
Nsc: Nsc3 
Off: Stan offers contact to kl 
Rlq: Kb requests kl action 
Req: Gl requests kl action 
Sel: Bb sells stock to ga 
Sug: Kl suggests action to kb 

Use: Kl uses empl(^ee friend (ts) as 
informant 
Vis: OwM visit methodist hospital 

SPECIAL RELATIONS 
Non-depletion from Mee to Nsc 
Non-depletion from Dis to Nsc 
Non-depletion from Inf to Fac 
Non-depletion from D Is to Fac 
Non-dq)letion from Con to Mle 
Non-dq)letion from E?q) to Nsc 
Non-depletion from Ilf to Imp 
Non-depletion from Mor to Inq) 
Non-dq)letion from Use to Imp 
Non-depletion from lip to Mee 
Non-dq)letion from Adv to Nsc 
Non-depletion from Off to Nsc 
Non-dq)letion from Wis to D3s 
Non-depletion from I2p to Coa 
Non-dq)letion from Dec to Ilf 
Non-dq)letion from A3v to Coa 
Non-depletion from D4s to Dis 
Non-depl^on from Cln to Nsc 
Flip-flop between Inf and Dis 
Flip-flq> between A3v and Dis 
Non-depl^on from Ilf to Nsc 
Non-depletion from Mak to D3s 
Non-dq)letion from Con to Nsc 
Non-dq)letion from Dis to D3s 
Flip-flop between Mlk and D4s 
Flip-flop between Sel and Dis 
Non-dq>letion from Req to Nsc 
Non-depletion from Rlq to Nsc 
Non-dq>letion from Mlk to Dis 

Figure B.12. Continued 
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Nsc 
1 1 1 1 1 ' 1 1 

Dis D2s Req Sec Har Att CI 

R< 

1 1 
in Alt Ilf 

iC Sug 
1 

Con C2n 

1 
Mee 

Inf 
1 

Adv 

DIS 
I 

Imp 
I 

Mor 

Agr 

A l t Kl attends contract express symposium 
Adv: Rs advises mgt 
Agn Kl/mgt/rs agree to action 
Att: Kl attends mgt grp meeting REPEATS 
Cln: Kl consults advisors REPEATS 
C2n: Mr consults kl 
Con: Kb consults kl REPEATS 
Dis: Cj/kl/kb discuss issues 
D2s: Cj/kl discuss issues 
Dis: Kl/kb discuss issues REPEATS 
Har Harvest 
Ilf: Kl infonns kb 
Imp: Kb implements new org structure 
Inf: Kb infonns kl 
Mee: Bod meeting REPEATS 
Mor En^loyees morale improves 
Nsc:Nsc4 
Rec: Advisor recommends action REPEATS 
Req: Gl requests kl action 
Sec: Kl secures voting right to 26-34% of 
stock 
Sug: Kl suggests action to mr 

SPECIAL RELATIONS 
Non-dq>letion from Con to Mee 
Flip-fl<9 between Dis and Con 
Non-dq)l^on from Inf to Mee 
Non-dq)letion from Att to Nsc 
Non-dq)letion from Cln to Nsc 
Non-dq)letion from Dis to Nsc 
Non-depletion from D2s to Nsc 
Non-dq>letion from C2n to Mee 
Non-dq>leti<m from Ilf to Nsc 
Non-dq>letion from Req to Nsc 
Ncm-depletion from Alt to Nsc 
Non-depletion from Sec to Nsc 
Non-depletion from Rec to Cln 
N(m-dq)letion from Har to Nsc 
Non-dq)letion from Dis to Mee 
Non-dq)letion from Adv to Mee 
Non-dq>letion from C2n to Nsc 
Non-dq>letion from Mee to Nsc 

Figure B.13 
NSC(4) 
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